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World Leaders Conclude Summit
Talks With Economic Promises
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RAMBOUILLET, France (AP) —
Leaders of the world's six major industrial
nations including President Ford today ended three-day talks with a promise of more
jobs, lower prices and greater economic
security for their people.

0.

A declaration in the names of the leaders
of the United States, West Germany,Italy,
France, Britain and Japan said: The industrial democracies have decided to
resolve the high rate of unemployment,
continuing inflation and the grave
problems of energy."

It was plain Simon was trying to stress
that no "zones or bands" of fluctuations
had been agreed and that the U.S. dollar
will remain free to float as it has been
doing for years.
Ford, meantime, issued a statement of
his own hailing the outcome of the talks as
"successful in all respects" and saluting
the "new spirit" of Rambouillet.
"Perhaps our most important accomplishment over the past several days
has been our recognition that the objective

of sustained and slid* economic growth
will be facilitated by our common efforts,"
he said. "We reached substantial agreement on a number of issues concerning
monetary policy, -trade, energy and our
relations with the developing world."
The "new spirit" of Rambouillet, Ford
said, sterns from a shared conviction that
"we can master our future."
The President continued: "As the result
of the work we have started, the people of
our countries can look forward to more
jobs, less inflation and a greater sense of
economic security."

The leaders, who met at a 14th century
chateau M miles southwest of Paris, said
they had set out to identify the problems
besetting their countries and to chart the
course they must follow in the future toward prosperity.
On the shared goal to end the world
recession, the six national leaders said:
"We will not allow the recovery to fail. We
will not accept a new upsurge of inflation."
The six defined their most urgent task as
The financial predicament in which New penditures vary widely, ranging from 8421
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switching from trading stamps and related
cent in 1972, soared 14.5 per cent in each of
selling techniques to price competition in
the following two years.
the early 1970s. He said that the shift led to
Department experts, including Farrell
The Murray Calloway County Airport the A&P food chain's "WEO" in 1972
today, said those will average about 9 per
cent for all of 1975 and slow down further to Board will have a special meeting on "without which average food prices would
an annual rate of 4 to 5 per cent in the first Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 4 p. m. in the council have risen another one-half per cent" in
room of City Hall.
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close to 200 pre-filed bills are available, since the process was initiated prior to the come available today. Legislators will conbe to consider proposals received for was largely overridden by the sharp price
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until the
beginning today, in the public bill room of 1972 session.
and much of the roller-caster effect will be farming operations on land at the airport, Increases of 1973 and 1974, but it is now
the state capitol.
Then, a total of 32 bills were pre-filed. session. All pre-filed bills will be inback with renewed vigor," Farrell said.
"tied
to iireather, both here and abroad," a spokesman said.
General
1976
troduced
the
day
first
the
of
It is the first time the public has had ac- That grew to 82 prior to the start of the 1974
cess to copies of prefiled legislation prior session— and this year the number has Assembly.
Statistics from the 1974 session show that
to the start of a General Assembly session. more than doubled.
The number of bills pre-filed for the
Interim committees pre-filed 174 bills, pre-filed bills fare better than others, with
and about 20 others have been pre-filed by 42 per cent becoming law as compared
individual legislators, with committee en- with 27 per cent for those following regular
channels.
dorsement.
Mostly sunny and warmer today, high
Several of the pre-filed bills have
The number of pre-filed bills is expected
near 70 to mid 70s. Clear and not as cool
already
stirred considerable interest.
AssemGeneral
the
before
to double again
tonight, low in the mid 40s. Partly cloudy
Among those are a bill allowing farmland
bly convenes in January.
and warmer Tuesday, high in the mid to
Committees had until Sept. 30 to approve to be assessed for tax purposes on the basis
upper 70s. Wednesday partly cloudy and
bills for pre-filing. Those approved were of its income producing capability,
warmer.
another that would require a fiscal
analysis to accompany all proposed legislation, a land use bill, a socalled new
car lemon" bill, and a general assistance
program bill aimed at helping a wide
range of persons not currently eligible for
public assistance.
Copies of the bills will be available at a
cost of a penny a page. The average size 01
a bill is about eight pages, so most bills
would cost less than a dime. Of the 2,17
bills pre-filed for the 1974 General .Assembly, 1,778 were 10 pages or less.
die
Legislators may still obtain copies of
bills free for themselves and their constituents.
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Murray Woodmen of the World Court 728 presented the Mueray Comprehensive Care Center with a large table to be used by the Adult Activity
Department. On the left is Mrs. Pat Holt, instructor in the adult activity department accepting the check for the table. Presenting the check are Mrs. Doris Rose
and Mrs. Joann Simmons,treasurer and secretary of the court.
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MURRAY STATE WORKSHOP — About 40 rehabilitation counselors from across Kentucky attended a workshop at
Murray State University Nov. 10-12 to learn more about the proper use of the psychological evaluation in the
rehabilitation process. Dr. Roy Tunick (left), coordinator of the Rehabilitatioe Services Training Program at Murray State,
drecteri the workshop. Arrionit those who attended were teah Hart-fsecond from left) and Conn* tones, vocational
rehabilitation counselors in Murray with the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services of the Kentucky Department of Education
Also shown are university faculty members who assisted in conducting the workshop. They are. d6b Rowan (seated
right), assistant professor in the Department of Professional Studies; and Dr. Thomas Muehleman, Dr. Bernard Segal, and
Dr. Frank Kodman,faculty members in the Department of Psychology.
7'
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LIBRARY NOTES
ha amp* lassefias

Faith Doran Circle of First
Monday, November 17
New books at the Calloway the wcaan's viewpoint and the
Theta Department, Murray United Methodist Church will
County Public Library include man's, by a woman and a man
Woman's Club, will meet at 7:30 meet at two p.m. in the senior
the following:
who have gone through their
p.m. at the club house with youth room.
CONSUMER
SURVIVAL suddenly single time.
Treva Mathis as speaker.
KIT, by John Dorfman.
MR.GOD,THIS IS ANNA, by
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
Praeger.
Flynn, Harper Publishing.
Musicale, solos, and small m. for senior citizens with
Based on the television series
After finding a filthy, bruised
ensembles by members of the bazaar work at 10:30 a. m.,sack
C
OO
appearing weekly, the author little girl in the gutter, and
Phi Mu Alpha fraternity will be lunch at noon, band practice at
has written his dollar-saving taking her home to his "Mum,"
at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine 12:30 p. m., and square dancing
.guide on buying strategy.
Flynn discovered that Anna was
Arts Center, MSU, at nine p.m. at 1:45 p. m. Greenhouse work
a prodigy-poet, philosopher
day to transplant cuttings or
SMOULDERING FIRES, by
with an amazing relationship
Charles Berlitz, author of the start new projects will be at
Anya Seton. Doubleday.
with God.
book, The Bermuda Triangle, 10:30 a. m.
An exciting novel that exT'HE RAIDER, by Jesse Hill
will lecture at the University
plores the subconscious mind of
Opera
workshop,
directed
by
Ford. Lippincott.
Members of /G Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi paint
School auditorium at eight p.m.
a young girl whose troubled
Prof. Henry Bannon, will be at
A sprawling epic of the South Christmas ornaments to sell at the Christmas Bazaar to be
No charge.
dream life parallels that of one
JL 15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital
before and during the Civil War held November 21 from six p.m. to nine p.m. and November
who lived over two hundred
Murray Chapter of National Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
with the state of Tennessee as 22 from nine a.m. to three p.m. at the Murray Branch of the
years before.
Secretaries will meet at the
the setting.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan in their community
MSU
THE BIBLE AS HISTORY,
Special
Symposium on motel-tourism
Education
TELL ME MY NAME, by room. Peggy Carraway is chairperson for the Bazaar.
Building at 6:30 p.m.
by Bill E. Freeman will be at
by Werner Keller. Morrow.
Mary Carter. Morrow.
lk. Keller has gathered an
1:30 p. m. at the MSU College of
When young Alexandra
Mission Study will be directed Business and Public Affairs.
overwhelming mass of evidence suddenly and mysteriously
by Mrs. Thrya Crawford at Open to all interested persons.
that step by step reveals the arrives at the home of the
Memorial Baptist Church at
historical foundations of the Old McPhails, no one knows who
seven p.m. with a potluck
Concert by Calloway High
and New Testament.
she is or why she has come;
supper at six p.m. Elm Grove Stage Band will be presented in
SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR nonethelets, her small and
and Poplar Spring Churches Central Shopping parking area
THE SUDDENLY SINGLE, by fragile presence provides an
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of six p.m. to nine p.m. and
have been invited as guests.
at seven p.m. as a part of obBarbara Berson. St. Martin's. emotional maturity that has Beta Sigma Phi met for the November 22 from nine a.m. to
Moore
A.
T.
Mr. and Mrs.
Survival guide is written in been lacking in her adopted regular meeting on November 6 three p.m. at the Murray
Community
Nursing servance of National Education
Week.
chapters that alternate between family.
at the Community Center on Branch of Hopkinsville Federal
Education meeting will be at
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Moore of 841 Piedmont, Abilene, Texas, will
Ellis Drive.
Savings & Loan.
conference room, Murray•
be honored on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
Wednesday, November 19
Members present were: Ile
Calloway County Hospital, at
the home of their daughter, Mrs. Bobby Joe Sims, 818 Harrison,
Joyce
Thomas,
president
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
7:30 p.m. with Dr. Clegg Austin
Abilene,Sunday afternoon, November 23,from two to four p.m.
called the meeting to order and Brown, Carolyn Caldwell,
and Mrs. Marsha Dale, R. N. as. meet at the Hazel Community
Hosts for the event will be their daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
ask each officer to explain her Peggy Carraway, Barbara
Center at one p. m.
speakers.
and Mrs. Bobby Joe Sims and their grandchildren, Mr. and Mrs.
duties to the four prospective Chilcutt, Rowena Emerson,
Frances Drake
David E.Sims,Philip,Patty,Perry and Danny Sims.
members present: Mitzi Vicky Holton, Pam Hulse, Sue
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
Mr. Moore was born October 26, 1904 in Hopkins County, Texas
Recovery, Inc., will meet at will meet
Faulkner, Mary Graves, Debbie Ann Hutson, Debbie Lyons,
at the home of Alma and Mrs. Moore,the former Eula Tatom, was born July 27, 1906 in
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1975
Shirley
Martin, Jeannie
the First Presbyterian Church
Grogan, and Linda Hodge.
Cooper who will teach the lesson
Morgan, Shelia Suiter, Joyce
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
Camden,Tennessee.
at seven p.m.
on Macrame. For information
Plans were finalized for the Thomas, Evelyn White, Bar'
r
your birthday comes and find ( Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rkeiti
They were married November 25, 1925 in Sulphur Springs,
call 753-8193.
You are one of the few in a up-coming Christmas Bazaar to bara Williams, and Glenda
what your outlook is, according
Texas,by J.E. Evans.
Alateen will meet at the AA
position to take strong and be held on November 21 from Wilson.
to the stars.
Mr. Moore retired from the Memphis Light Gas and Water
Hall at seven p.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens Company in Memphis, Tenn., in 1986. Mrs. Moore is a retired
action now, but be
progressive
••••
ARIES
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
careful not to make too many
seamstress.
Cotor Coded
Special panel discussion on p.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VAA
waves. A certain amount of
They made their home in Memphis, Tenn., from 1926 to 1966
"Alcohol" will be on Channel 11
In spite of certain challenges discretion needed.
A suggestion for making seldom used recipes on
when they moved to Calloway County, on Kentucky Lake. They
TV at six p. m.
and some opposition from the SAGITTARIUS
much-used recipes easy to white cards. Spatter-proof
Wadesboro Homemakers worshiped with the New Concord Church of Christ while living
top, don't let your optimisim ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
find in an index card file is them all by covering with
Club will meet with Laverne here. They moved to Abilene on June 5th of this year.
Rangers and Rangerettes of Hardie at 1:30 p. m.
by filing each category on clear
run down. You are on the right
adhesive-backed
If you are not sure how to
The Moore's have one daughter and five grandchildren.
a different color card. Put Lumen
Woodmen of the World, ages
trade — as others will see later. move in a certain situation,best
eight through fifteen, will meet
put off action for a while; you
J N *illiarns Chapter of the
TAURUS
at the Municipal parking lot at United Daughters of the Conare not likely to be rescued
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tidiGP
six p.m. to go for a skating federacy will meet at 1:30 p. m.
Don't let rumors and idle through luck.
party.
speculation cause you to CAPRICORN
at the home of Dr. Halene
To clean a mirror, use one tablespoon ammobecome restless and ( or) in- ! Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)144
Visher.
A more or less routine day
nia and one tablespoon vinegar in a quart of lukedecisive. Carry out your plans
Tuesday, November 18
warm water; apply with rag reserved for this
as scheduled. Things should Indicated, but give some time
Murray Open Duplicate
Fifteen members of the Walker, and Irma Rickman.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
and thought to a project you are
purpose, or disposable cheese cloth. Since a mirturn
out
well.
Plans for the Christmas
Shepherd United Methodist Bridge Club will meet at Esther Class of the Memorial
ror contains a certain amount of oil, several
planning to launch in the near
GEMINI
Baptist Church met in the lovely potluck dinner on December 15
Church will meet at 1:30 p. m. at Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
cleanings may be required for perfect results.
future. The more planning and
iome of Nell Culpepper on were completed with money to ( May 22 to June 21)
the church.
preparation the better.
Never use a commercial glass wax cleaner.
Dealings with close associ- AQUARIUS
Classes on Women and Dudley Drive on Monday, be given to the Lottie Moon
4-;
Mirror is porous, and this type of cleaner contains
entirely
satisates
may
not
be
foreign chemicals that will dog the pores of the
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Murray Assembly No.. 19 Hygiene, taught by Ann Ingle, November 3, at seven p.m. for--Mission offering in lieu of
fying, but those with persons at
mirror. For this reason, a mirror may glamor,
Sornefamily difficulties likely
Order of the Rainbow for Girls R. N„, sponsored by NOW, will the regular monthly meeting. thristmas gifts.
after the first application, then, over a period at
The class also made plans to a distance could be extremely — especially with in-laws. Tact
will meet at the Masonic Hall at be at the United Campus
Norma Bone gave the
successful — especially if and patience on your part can
time, become streaked. To remove residue of a
Minstry at 7:30 p. m.
adopt
a
Ward
at
seven p. M.
Women's
devotion based on the hymn,
finances are involved.
wax cleaner, wash repeatedly with amoeuria
be instrumental in lessening
Hospital,
State
Would Be True," followed by Western
water.
CANCER
Ladies
day
luncheon
will
be
tensions.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Hopkinsville,
and
provide
prayer by Margaret Jones.
0 PISCES
at the Health Center at seven p. served at Murray Country Club Margaret Taylor, president, refreshments for a Christmas ( June 22 to July 23)(0
X
An
unpleasant
domestic
noon
C.
Lowry
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
at
with
Mrs.
C.
m.
presided with Margaret Jones, party.
situation
should
be
clearing
up
could be
you
which
in
A
day
as chairman of the hostesses.
The closing prayer was given
secretary, and Adeline Wilson,
careful
so
take
a
A
few
now,
breather.
give
so
„•
error-prone,
Bridge
will
be
at
9:30
a.
m.
with
by the teacher, Lois Sanderson.
Music Department, Murray
treasurer, giving reports.
hours of relaxation will dispel attention to details— especially
Mrs.
Jack
Kennedy
and
Mrs.
iliotnan's Club, will have an
Refreshments were served.
vuAlit
any lingering "clouds" and put in areas where mistakes could
I1
The November committee Numerous miniature bouquets
ppen meeting at the club at 7:30 Matt Sparkman as hostesses.
your mind at ease.
most
the
you
hurt
r
appointed for the class project of small flowers potted in spray
p. m. with music by the Middle
LEO
of
"Meals
letvit
On
School Glee Club.
Wheels"
to
can
lids
were
made
by
class
Thursday, November 20
/r/
41
711e;;;11
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444g
Combined
Choruses
of ihutins includes Estelle members for patients in nursing
have
a
make
an
TODAY
You
may
have
to
BORN
YOU
Murray Bird Club is Calloway High School will Shelton, Sue Cathey, Louise homes.
Important business decision. vibrant, warm personality but
scheduled to meet at the Public present a concert in Central
Weigh all factors carefully and are inclined to be extremely
Library at 7:30 p. m.
Shopping parking area at seven
state your decision clearly so -temperamental — especially if
p.m. as part of observance of
there will be no misun- you feel that your "rights" are
Dinner for widows of Masons National Education Week.
4
derstandings. being infringed upon. With a
will be held at Seven Seas
strong gift of leadership, you
VIRGO
Restaurant at 6:30 p. m.,
chafe under orders and will
( Aug. 24 to Sept. M)"CIL
sponsored by Murray Lodge No.
The United Methodist Church
Prior
to the meeting the
Some puzzling situations probably not remain in a
105 F. & A. M.
Women of Independence Methodist Men met with the indicated. As with Gemini, subordinate position for very
Church met at the church on Women at the church for a however, certain persons at a long. Many fields are open to
Hazel Baptist Church WMU
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Thursday, November 6, at potluck supper.
distance could help you find you in choosing a career, but
•
4
will have a mission study at the
Roy Green of New Concord seven p. m. at the church.
notably the law, medicine or
solutions.
Women
MOON.
present
were
Mrs
church at seven p. m.
a
especially
as
was dismissed November 7
—
writing
Mrs. Maurita Burkeen led the
•••••., KU453464
from the Community Hospital, devotion and chose as her Martha Jones, Mrs. Dorothy LIBRA
dramatist or critic; also the
N.It La• Sal 11,4
Burkeen, Mrs. Mary Phillips, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Inen
you could
where
world,
Murray High School Student Mayfield.
business
OW NU ••
subject, "The Purpose of the Mrs. Myrtle Jones, Mrs. Wanda
Do
not
pay
much
attention
if
fine
your
on
capitalize
Council will sponsor a chili
United Methodist Women." She Lyons, Mrs. Noveda Bell, Mrs. associates seem difficult Many
organizing abilities. Birtbdate
*upper for the basketball teams
HOSPITAL PATIENT
We're Laying Away Now
closed with prayer.
Desiree Duncan, Mrs. Maurita persons are "edgy" now, so of: Alan B. Shepard, U.S
t 6:30 p. m. in the high school
0
Bertha Doores of Kirksey
The minutes were read by Burkeen, and Miss Carol don't take unseemly action astronaut; Asa Gray, Amer.
for Christmas
:cafeteria. Tickets are $2.00 each Route One has been dismissed Mrs. Mary Phillips, secretary.
personally,
botanist; Marcello Mastroianni,
7with children under five free from the Community Hospital, Several projects were discussed Phillips.
Ital.
film star.
,Speaker is Fred Overton.
Mayfield.
with the date set for a bake sale
on November 22 at Roses in the
, lberter Senior Citizens arts
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Central Shopping Center.
;and crafts day will be at nine a.
Suzanne Ca they of Murray Proceeds from the bake sale
in. at the community center Route One was discharged will go to the general fund of the
;there.
November 7 from the Com- church.
munity Hospital at Mayfield.
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Murray Chamber of CornConsultant, National Dairy Council
HOSPITAL PATIENT
'enerce dinner will be at 6:30 p.
Dismissed November 9 from
4n. at the MSU Student Union the Community
Hospital,
Mailroom with James L. Mayfield, was
William
Allen of
OYSTER SAFETY STANDARDS
•;ohnson as coordinator.
Murray
I don't want to scare everybody
Present water safety tests
about oysters, but a recent report measure the amount of coliform
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
in the Journal of the Amencan bacteria, but they do not reveal
Associated PTCM Food Editor
Medical Association deserves at- virus content of the water.
SATURDAY SUPPER
tention. The report raises senous
"The existing data raise serious
Frankfurters on Buns
questions about the adequacy of questions about the adequacy of
Salad Bowl
shellfish sanitation monitoring our monitoring for the purity of
Rhubarb Crisp
systems
shellfish growing areas." one of
RHUBARB CRISP
We now know that oysters that the physicians states
5 cups cut fresh rhubarb
had met government safety standTHIS IS an interesting problem
1 cup raisins
ards caused two outbreaks of because there is a program for
% cup sugar
hepatitis—in Houston, Texas. and oyster safety—the National
$00
2
1 teaspoon cinnamon
in Calhoun, Georgia, in 1973
Shellfish Sanitation Program And
The outbreaks were traced to prior to the reported outbreaks, no
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
All you can eat
oysters from two hays in the East epidemic of clam- or oysterTopping, see below
Delta marshes of Southern associated hepatitis had been
Turn rhubarb into a buttered
Louisiana
8-inch square cake dish;
clearly traced to shellfish harTHE BAYS had been polluted by vested in an area meeting the
Sprinkle with raisins. Mix sugwith hot biscuits, cream gravy,french fries, and honey
flood waters from the Mississippi national standards
ar, cinnamon and salt; sprinkle
River in the spring and summer,
over raisins. Bake in a preWHAT IS involved is that
heated 375-degree oven 15 min- and had been closed to oyster har- oysters can filter as many as 40
vesting
for
some
weeks
Harutes. Sprinkle with Topping.
water per hour to obtain
vesting was resumed in early f;iii liters ofand nutrients, and through
Continue baking until topping is
oxygen
after
late
summer
tests
found the
golden-brown — 15 to 20 minthis process they may be exposed
waters to be safe again
utes longer. Serve with vanilla
tremendous amounts of
to
But
even thaw); the tests mot
ice cream. Makes 6 large, government
microorganisms in polluted water.
standards,
they
apservings.
pareutly failed to detect con--,..-41Shelifish sanitation as
Topping:- Stir together 1 cup
tamination of the shellfish with the Bes must explore new technique*,
pancake mix and 1-3rd cup
hepatitis virus This is what has -psiticularly virologic systems, to
Court Square
753-1632
firmly packed, light or dark
raised the concern reported by aid in the certification of oyster
brown sugar; cut in 1(4 cup butphysicians at the Center fir and clam growing areas," say the;-.
ter or margarine until particles
Disease Control, in Atlanta, Center for Disease Control
are fine.
('etrgia
authorities

Xi Alpha Chapter To
Hold Bazaar Here

Your Individual Horoscope
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Library Assistants
Of Area Hold Meet
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By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Let the Buyer Beware
The wide publicity given to
the new food labeling hides
some little-known facts.
Shoppers should know that
Food and Drug Administration regulations still do not
require any listing of ingredients for many food products. Companies are allowed
to list only the ingredients
they choose to.
This is particularly serious
for people with allergies, high
cholesterol levels, or other
dietary problems. Unawareness of additional unlisted
ingredients has caused serious illness and even death as a
result of allergic reactions.
As a result of the new
consumer awareness of labeling, manufacturers are providing longer but not necessarily complete listings of ingredients, which makes them
more misleading. One popular
soft drink, for instance, which
previously carried only the
words
"Caramel-colored,"
now lists "carbonated water,
sugar, caramel color, phosphoric acid, natural flavorings, caffeine." There are at
least 20 other ingredients
which may be added to soft
drinks without appearing on
the label.
The setting of "standards of
identity" enables consumers
to know that certain common

Wife Hopes Salt Peter
Will Put Out Flame
foods will be essentially the
same, whatever the brand.
Arthur Koch, chairman of
LABEL, Inc., reports that
thus far his organization's
efforts to get a new regulation
have been unsuccessful.
ILABEL—Legal Action for
Buyers Education and Labeling—was organized by five
law students in 1970.) The
battle has now been taken to
Congress, where a new law
requiring complete and truthful ingredient labeling is in
the works.
In the meantime, LABEL
has asked that all food products which do not carry a
complete ingredient listing
state: "Warning—unlabeled
ingredients eontained in this
product." This proposal has
been rejected, so until there is
new Congressional action
there seems to be only one
recourse: "Let the buyer beware."
The situation provides an
other good argument for including more natural, unprocessed foods in the diet.
__e 1975 as a community sictonce of
Me Health Deportment, General Conferenc• of Sostenttt-doy Advontotts

Christian Temperance
Union Holds Meeting
The Woman's Christian
met
Union
Temperance
recently at the Hazel City Hall.
The president, Lorene Clayton,
presided and the topic of the
lesson was "Family Standards."
Devotion was given by Velda
Reynolds, stressing the topic of
Sincerity and Truth. One new
member, Mrs. Betty Hines was
present.
Other members present were
Bradie White, Mrs. Clayton,
Nina Craig, Roberta Brandon,
and Gladys Jarrett. One visitor
was also present.
The group voted that more
new song books should be
purchased for the group.
A pot luck luncheon was
served at noon.
In the afternoon session, Mrs.
Craig spoke on "Homes," Mrs.

White on "Lobbiest," and Mrs.
Jarret on "Living Life to the
Fullest."
Business discussion followed
on the best type and kind of
publicity. Holiday recipes
without alcoholic contents will
be available to be presented to
the public at the Christmas
parade on Dec. 6.
The meeting was adjourned
by the president and next
scheduled meeting will be on
the last Saturday in November
to prepare literature for
distribution
Anyone wishing to imow more
about vrrcu may call Lorene
Clayton at 492-8480 or Mrs. Cain
at 753-5996.

Prtfetting1Tur
Environment
HOW PLASTICS HELP
Even though plastic materials, mainly packaging, make
up less than two percent of
solid waste, the increasing
popularity of plastics spells
good environmental news,
for even as waste, plastics
have some very desirable
properties.

fur We e Se Well'

DEAR ALL: Salt peter can be purchased at a pharmacy.
It is technically termed "potassium nitrate," and I am
informed that no prescription is required. But because it's
used in making explosives, some pharmacists refuse to sell
it to minors.
It tastes like table salt, but if you expect it to reduce a
man's sexual appetite, you could be disappointed.
DEAR ABBY: I've been reading your column for years,
and around holiday time someone always asks, "Should we
go to HIS mother's or to MY mother's for Thanksgiving
and Christmas dinner?" And your answer is always,"Why
not alternate?"
Abby, my husband and I struggled with that problem for
years, and we resolved it according to your suggestion.
Both sets of parents lived nearby, and it seemed the only
fair thing to do. So for 22 years, we spent Thanksgiving and
and Christmas in parents' homes instead of our own.
It never dawned on us until this year—as our children are
ready to strike out on their own--that we never developed
our own holiday traditions. We always went to Grandma's
for the holidays. She insisted on doing all the cooking
herself—and then she complained'for months about how
much work it was and how tired she got. When we, her
daughters and daughters-in-law, asked if we could^ bring
something for the dinner, she wouldn't hear of it. When we
brought food without asking her, she refused to serve it, so
we finally gave up.
I realize now what a high price I've paid over the years for
peace in the family. I wish I hadn't. Abby, please urge
young marrieds to dare to have their own holiday
celebrations in their own homes. Suggest that they invite
their parents and grandparents, who might even be relieved
to be finally free of the burden of entertaining three
genera tions.
Sign me..
DOING MY OWN THING
DEAR DOING: Thank you for an excellent letter.
Perhaps it will inspire others to "do their own thing," too. It
makes a lot of sense.
DEAR•ABBYt-vesix- son is 20. Roger attends a local
college but doesn't live at home. The problem is the hair
hassle.
Last summer my husband asked Roger several times to
please get a haircut. Let me stress that we don't object to
long hair if it's kept neat, but it seems that every time
Roger came home he needed a haircut. His excuse last time
was, "Haircuts are too expensive." So his father gave him
8100 ancIsaid,"That should take care of your haircuts for a
year!"
Roger accepted the money
Well, Roger was home last weekend and-nothing had
changed. He still needed a haircut! My husband says if that
kid shows up for Thanksgiving needing a haircut he is going
to demand the return of $100 Would this be fair?
ROGER'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: If Roger accepted the money with the
understanding that he'd keep his hair cut, he should either
uphold his end of the bargain or return the money.
For Abby'S new booklet. 7-*"-What Teen-agers Waal to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif 90212. Please enclose a _Iting.
self-addressed, stamped (20t) envelope.

Down the

arden Path

94-rane94076
TOWN!

Tit

DEAR ABBY: Where can a person buy salt peter? Do I
need a doctor's prestription to get it? Is it tasteless? And
does it do what they say it does to a man's sex urge?
You can't send me a personal reply because my husband
opens all the mail. Please answer in your column as soon as
possible as I don't know how much longer I can put up with
this. Thank you.
ALL WORE OUT IN L.A.
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Mrs. Kathryn Outland
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By Abigail Van Buren
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The current most commonly used method of disposal is
dumping as landfill. Fortunately in this regard, the decomposition of plastics is
very slow, gas generation is
minimal, and ground waters
are not polluted!
In the future, the news
may be even better, for it is
now possible to dispose of
plastics through modern incineration, and then put the
energy generated by the fire
to good use! Many such
installations are being constructed or planned right now.
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By MRS.W.PAM/IAMB
As the cold weather comes
upon in and we find there is
nothing we can do outdoors, it
Is a good time to accumulate
some infrornation on various
methods of spring planting.
You can write the Agricultural
Extension Service at the
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville and they will send
you any sort of pamphlet on
any plant or shrub.
They are most generous
with the material and besides
giving information, you will
find the booklets interesting. I
wrote them last year asking
for information on anything
pertaining to small flower
gardens. I received a big
packet of material and it was
just exactly what I needed.
They are happy to send you
what you need,for as they say,
to serve you.
they are
thing will make
Interesting reading matter
during the months you are
shut in,and you will find it will
be a big help to you at the next
planting season. November
and December are good
months to begin to lay in store
ideas for spring
Planning ahead, doubles
your pleasure, for the anticipation is much keener
when you decide to plant a
flower bed or plan a border of
some new plant that you have
not tried before. And all the

time you are adding to your
store of knowledge about
plants in general.
garden
Flower
and
magazines make such interesting reading during the
winter. I hardly have time to
read mine during the summer,
there is too much work to be
done. But the winter hours
pass more slowly and nothing
is more fun than to settle down
with a garden magazine and
picture how your own garden
is going to be next spring We
assure ourselves it will look
just like the picture.
Another advantage of
looking ahead is that you an
leisurely select the shrubs you
Intend to plant in the spring
and get your orders in early
This is always an advantage.
for orders are filled in order of
receipt and the earlier your
order gets in, the betterplants
you will receive.
I hope you will put in at least
one new shrub. You just can't
imagine what it will do, not
only for your garden but for
you personally.
There is an elation that
cornea from seeing a new
shrub bloom for the first time
It makes you feel that you
have given a helping .hed-tP
new
the
creation
of
beauty. for it has been said
that the gardener works hand
and hand with God

Officers of the Distnbutive Education Classes of the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center have been elected. In the
top photo are morning dass officers who are, left to right,
Ionia McCallon, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Howard McCalion,
president, Tim Hutson, son, Mr. and Mrs. Wiriam G. Hutson,
vice-president, Shelia Moore, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Baker, secretary-treasurer, Sonia Hendon, daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Dorsey Hendon, reporter, and Jennie Burkeen,
daughter, Mr. and Mrs.lames Hugh Burkeen, historian. In the
bottom photo are afternoon class officers who are, left to
right, Sharon Buchanan, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Buchanan, secretary-treasurer, Cheryl Sexton, daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Kermit Sexton, reporter, Peggy Potts, daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Potts, vice-president, Debbie Cherry, daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cherry, president, and Mary Conner,
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Conner, historian. They are all
juniors or seniors at Calloway County High School

Library
Student
The
Assistant Clubs of Kentucky
held its annual meeting at
Murray State University School
Auditorium in October with
over 400 library assistants and
librarians attending.
The purpose of SLACK is: to
create more understanding and
interest in the library, to participate in cooperative effort, to
encourage improvement in
scholarship, to encourage
library work, to aid the
librarian in the maintenance of
the library, to encourage
reading, to obtain better
reading habits, and to develop
good work habits. The SLACK
Club offers a Murray State
University scholarship in
library science each year to a
deserving library assistant.
This years winner has not been
announced yet.
The meeting was called to
order by President, Susan
Anderson, from Lone Oak High
School who then presented the
other officers: Vice-President,
Shirley Lovelace of Ballard
Memorial and SecretaryTreasurer, Kimberly Carnet of
Lowes High School,
Dr. Edwin Strohecker,
chairman of the Library
Science department, and
Director of Libraries at Murray
University welcomed the group
to the University. The speaker
for the occasion was Edward
Klee, Director Pennyrile
Library District, who spoke to
the SLACK members about
library work.
A talent contest provided
entertainment with various
schools competing in singing
acts, monologues, readings,

Fortner Alco o1lc Credits Youth
Group with Salvaging Her Life
By MARIAN FOX
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) —
Mum, a slender, 24-year-old
woman, decided to begin her
battle against alcoholism when
she woke up in a hospital with
two broken ribs and couldn't
remember what had happened.
"It took five months and five
hospitals in a row to bring me
to my knees, to realize I could
not control my drinking and I
was suffering myself with the
disease of alcoholism," she
said, asking that her last name
be withheld.
Of an estimated 500,000 young
alcoholics in the United States
some, like Mimi, are turning
for help to a group operating
within Alboholics Anonymous,
called Young People's AA.
Mimi described her life before YPAA at the recent 18th
International Conference of
Young People in AA in Mem_
phis.
For years Mimi said she had
been tellingeherself her problem was within her family,
where she had grown up and
into drinking as a way out.
"It wasn't until I broke away
from the family unit that I realized I had a drinking problem
of my own," she said. But the
final realization — the hospital
and broken ribs — was still
about five years away.
Describing herself as an
achiever seeking approval
through her actions, she said
she did not allow her drinking
to interfere with her work, first
as an art student, then as a
commercial artist.
"I was gradually becoming
more and more withdrawn and
by the time I reached college, I
had withdrawn totally into myself. My room — my bedroom
at home -- became my skid
row."
Commuting to art school in
Philadelphia aggravated her
loneliness. "Being a commuter,
I didn't have to mix in with
anybody and stayed to myself."
In deep depression several

tumbling, gymnastics, baton
twirling and acrobatics. The
first piece trophy was won by
North Marshall Jr. High, the
second place by South Marshall
Jr. High and third place by
Farmington High School.
Ilth
ne break the posters
apboolus were judged.
and
were: Posters - 1st
The
place-Benton Elementary, 2nd
place - Cuba High School, 3rd Jr. High.
South Martha
Scrapbooks 1st place - Sedalia,
2nd place - South Marshall Jr.
High, 3rd place - Lovres High_
Honorable rhention went to
Heath High School and Marshall County High School
The business Meeting was
held and the new officers were
elected at this time. The new
officers are: President - Luanne
Cox - North Marshall Jr. High,
Vice President - Brenda Lamm
- Lowes High School, SecretaryTreasures - Gigi Young, North
Marshall Jr. High.
Installation of the new officers followed, and then
several door prizes were
awarded to the persons who
were holding the winning
numbers. The new president,
Luanne Cox, adjourned the
meeting.
SNAKES
RATTLE PEOPLE
MORE THAN THEY SHOULD
SILVER SPRINGS,Fla.(AP)
— Rattlesnakes are not as
deadly as most people think.
According to statistics gathered
at the Reptile Institute here,
fewer than one per cent of the
snakebite victims die. The yen;
om, however, causes extreme
pain and swelling of the joints.
Reptile experts here extract
venom from rattlesnakes for
use as antivenin for snakebite
victims.

Onion soup
Simmer two large Spanish
onions in two cups water until
tender, adding one-half teaspoon salt and a dash of white
pepper. Put onions with cooking liquid through a sieve or
puree in blender. Add two
cups seasoned medium vAute
sauce. Mix well and adjust
seasonings to taste. Sprinkle
each serving with chopped
parsley.Serves tout.—

times, she attempted suicide.
to be alone any more. I really
She had joined A A when she began to believe I could do it
was about 21 but left because . one day; at a time."
Mimi has been dry 72 months
the older people seemed like
parents and that was where and is finding her personality
part of her problem was.
changing.
"Where there was hatred beAt 22, college completed, she
moved out of her parents' fore, you learn to love," she
house and into an unchalleng- said. "Where there was fear,
ing job. Her drinking became you learn how to deal with it
more serious. Then came the and make fear a challenge."
five hospitals in five months
and the blackouts.
"A blackout is something
most alcoholics experience,"
she said. "To everybody around
you, you are wide awake and
functioning but you don't remember. Your memory during
that time blacks out."
She found YPAA after staying dry five months by herself.
Slowly she began to open up.
The program itself is'based on
a willingness, one day at a
time, not to drink, she said.
"But they give you 12 steps to
change your sick personality so
that a need to drink to fill the
On Hanger s Only
emptiness in that personality is
Drycleanlny Offer
changed."
The impact of YPAA hit her
about eight months later.
"I was walking alone on an
Seed
S
empty beach in early October
Casts
HOUR
on the New Jersey shore and I
taisers
DRY
knew that a higher power than
lockets
me was there and I didn't have
umit
Camel Shrippaws Center par customs. each
7 N. et. -•P.is.
Coupon must accompany garment.
(lean brush
753-911114
Ph.
I.
helps
hair
Brushing your
y th:ciuqh Thur-A',
,srt,f T
stimulate the scalp and chase
away dust and tangles.
"AZ, (311h"
However, take care. Use a
natural-bristle brush since the
Fibers have rounded ends and
don't damage the hair as
much as brushes with synthetic fibers.
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Freckle happy
Make the most of your
ephelides These are freckles
and they basically are
hereditary Enjoy your
freckles but cut down on their
intensity by using sun screening lotions or creams when
you are outdoors, winter or
summer.
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Agree Or Not

Free Press-Fair Trial
The American Way
Circuit Judge Dick Jerman has
ruled that two Murray, Kentucky
men charged with the murder of
Travis Lax must stand trial
together and that they must stand
trial in Henry County. In so
ruling, Judge Jerman overruled
defense motions to have the two
tried separately, to have one of
the trails held outside Henry
County and to postpone the trail of
one of the defendants until next
March. The trial date for both was
set for January 13 in the Henry
County Circuit Court room.
One of the arguments presented
by defense counsel arguing for a
change of location of the trial was
•that the murder case had received
an abnormal amount of publicity,
and that "public interest is so
strong that any effort to try the
case in Henry County is unjust to
the defendant."
Judge Jerman did not subscribe
to this view, and neither do we.
The case did receive wide attention when Mr. Lax and his wife
were both shot down at their rural
home, apparently by someone inside their home whom they surprised on returning from a church
meeting. Such a dastardly crime
is bound to create a lot of attention
and result in much "public interest."
But that is not to say that two
men charged with first degree
murder cannot receive a fair trial
in Henry County. We believe a
jury can and will be chosen that
will consider only the evidence
presdented during a fair trial and
render a verdict based on that
evidence. And we believe that
Judge Terman will do exactly as
he says and declare a mistrial if
there's the slightest question at
any time that the defendants are
not receiving a fair trial.
As for a defense attorney
request that the news media be

required to report only the final
decision of Monday's hearing and
not be permitted to cover the entire proceedings, Judge Jerman
refused on grounds that he had
faith jn the ability of the news
people to do, their work with
discretion, adding that "if they interfere with justice and the
court's work, I'll deal with them
on how to do their job"...adding
that "and I hope they'll not instruct me on how to do mine."
We subscribe to that view completely, believing that a free press
can exist and a fair trial can be
held under our Constitution and in
our society.
We do not believe newspaper
reporters should try to act like
judges, any more than judges (or
lawyers) should try to edit the
news. The public has a right to
know what is happening, and
newspapers have a right and an
obligation to print the facts.
—The Paris Post-Intelligencer

Tune In-Tune Up

—Executive Vice President

'

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: JOB 'SECURITY' FOLLY

For example, legislation now before the
House of Commons requires that 90 days
notice be given of dismissals involving 100
or more employes-60 days for those involving 10 or more.
Such legislation would add vast sums to
the cost of doing business. It would further
reduce the ability of British firms to
compete in international markets. This
particular requirement would mean
paying employes during periods when
there wasn't any work for them.
The only way a business can survive is
by
rationalizing
its
manpower
requirements. But the unions and the
Labor Party insist that large work forces
by retained in slack times when no work
orders are in hand.
The entire focus of British socialism is
on preserving jobs rather than creating
prosperity. Business and industry are
denied any flexibility. The result is a
decline in saving and investment—and an
increase in bankruptcies. Businesses are
forced to become working partners in the
welfare state.
Ae- private investment declines
—TrieVita"t1'S7 the. Heiffilift,Sertants Call Mr—
more government intervention in
business. Thus, the government has
pumped large sums into a near defunct

That is what Clarke and his committee
are trying to find out through their review
committee.
The change in the budget method
presaged Gov. Wednell Ford's vast
reorganization of state government.
Coupled with reorganization, the program
budget caused some consternation, delay
and confusion in some of the larger of the
seven branches of state government. This
was particularly true in Human
Resources, the largest branch of state
government under the reorganization.
It was up to the heads of these seven
branches of government to set up budgets
for the various divisions under them.
Two pre-filed bills are important to the
cities. One would give home rule to all
cities, and the other would establish
uniform procedures for all classes of cities
and would establish on assessor for each
county.
This would eliminate the post of city
property tax assessors, and provide
uniformity of property valuation on which
all branches of local governments assess
taxes.
While present law says that all property
must be assessed at fair cash value, the
values established by the City and County
Property Valuation Administrators often
differ on anindividual piece of property.
Under this bill, there would be only one
set of values established and it would be
reviewed and approved by the State
Department of Revenue as is done now for
county assessments.
Another bill would increase workmen's
compensation payments for the present 55
per centfor total disability to 66.6 per cent.
This is a case where the fiscal analysis bill
could be of immense benefit to business.

Dear Consumer

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of-Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
"Improve gas mileage. Get a tune-up."
You may have seen these words in many
ads selling automobile parts and services.
But are they true?
According to the American Automobile

HARRIGAN

motorcycle industry. It also is pumping
money into the huge Leyland truck concern. The taxpayer funds invested in these
enterprises, however, do not enhance
these concerns competitive position. The
reason is that government won't do
anything to insist on higher individual
employe productivity. The government is
the creature and ideological prisoner of
the unions which are interested in
spreading work among as many people as
possible.
The end result of such mistaken
economics and inadequate, foolish social
vision is that British plants produce only a
fraction of their European, Arnerican or
Japanese counterparts.
One of the devices adopted by the Labor
government is the National Enterprise
Board. This is the organization that will
buy private enterprises. It has the
authority to buy into profitable enterprises, which is both unfair to those
firms- -imposing on them phased
nationaln:ation while reducing their efficiency.
In the main, however, the National
Enterprise Board is likely to be forced,
through political pressure, to preserve
industrial organizations that are
hopelessly run down and without a future.
For example, the Board already is under
heavy pressure to support a larger
automobile industry than the country can
support.
Overall, there is little chance of
economic revival in Britain as long as
socialist notions fill public policy and the
public mind. Growth cannot take place
when the rewards of work and enterprise—
on the factory floor or in managerial offices—are systematically taken away to
provide more funds for welfare or political
income redistribution.
It has been said that the British Labor
government is engaged in any orgy of
policies that will further accelerate
Britain's decline. Tragically, prototypes of
these same policies can be found in
legislation introduced hi the 94th Congress
orf pang-noteenS,-121e- iihrori fiTeta
in the U.S.
Americans would do well to ponder the
British experience and profit from it.

Association (AAA), the answer is yes-and no. Yes, if you have driven your car
a year without a tune-up or approximately
10,000 miles. Na if the car is seldom used
or is well maintained and routinely
checked.
To tell for sure whether your car could
use a tune-up, AAA says look for these
symptoms:( 1) a drop in fuel economy and
general performance; (2) rough idling;
(3) hard starting; (4) excessive stalling
during warm-up and any recurrent
stalling after warm-up; (5) persistent
delay or -hesitation" on acteleration; (6)
gasoline or exhaust odors; (7) engine
misfiring, and (8) any unusual variation
from normal operation.
-If your car shows some of these symptoms, the next question is how to pick a
good tune-up shop. According to AAA, a
tune-up is basically just two things: (1).
approximately one hour of a mechanic's
time to inspect the car, and (2) the time

10 Years Ago
West Fork Baptist Church held its first
service in its newly constructed church
building on November 14. Rev. R. J.
Burpoe is pastor.
Mrs. Ester Ethel Neal died at her home
on Farmington Route Two.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Steele will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on
November 23.
Rev. Stephen Mazak, minister of the
Immanuel Lutheran Church, will speak at
the meeting of the Christian Men's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Virdon Tucker announce
the engagement of their daughter, Jill, to
Carl Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Borders.
Sammy Bradford, Ruth Brandon, and
Martha Ails had high individual games in
bowling in the Diller or Dollar League this
week.
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Letters To The Editor
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Thanks From DU

By S. C. Van Curon

Bible Thought

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

This approach has given the British
economy an acute case of arrested
development.
For example, the emphasis of the British
Employment Protection Bill is to create
for the employe the illusion of the right to
permanent employtneht in the same job
with the same employk.'
It doesn't work out that way, of course,
for the various -employe protection"
schemes drive companies into bankruptcy.

VAN CURON

By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — One of the more important bills pre-filed for the 1976 General
Assembly would require fiscal analysis of
all proposed legislation.
In other words, what would it cost, or
what would it produce in the way of
revenue, depending upon the type of bill
Too often legislation is passed without
consideration of its cost to the taxpayers.
Sometimes it just doesn't get implemented
because there is not enough in the budget.
Which brings to mind the fact that some
legislation should be passed to give the
legislature control on surplus income
above the budget estimate.
We are ending a biennium budget period
when the surplus WEIS about $300 million. A
lot of this was allocated by executive order
before Gov. Wendell H. Ford left office.
The legislature had nothing to say about
this, for there was a provision in the
budget that gave the governor control over
spending the money.
Readily agreed that the last budget
period income is an unusual circumstance
in Kentucky, but representatives of the
taxpayers should have some say in how
such money is spent.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman
of the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee has been making an effort to
review state spending and relating it to
services delivered by the various divisions
of state government.
Kentucky entered RA second budget
ceasing.
without
Pray
period July 1 under the newly-adopted
I Thessalonions 5:17.
-program budget," replacing the
Life ought to be lived in a departmental budget. Supposedly the new
constant prayerful awareness of budget system is to assure more services
God and His purposes for each for the money instead of the old departmental style budget.
life.

-S-ensing The News

LONDON, ENGLAND—As the 94th
Congress considers legislative schemes to
prevent or delay plant closings, it is important for Americans to understand how
disastrous "employment protection" has
been in England.
As one British writer recently noted, the
unions and the labor government have
treated "yesterday's jobs as historic
monuments."

Analysis Bill
Is Important

OPINION PAGE

charge for installing any needed equipment plus the charge for the parts
themselves.
.
The trbuble comes, FeyeieVel; when you
turn your car over to a dealer or service
station and just say "tune it up."
To get the proper tune-up — and no extra
repair bills — AAA suggests that you make
these few inquiries before you leave your
car:
—If you take the car to a company offering a "special sale" on tune-ups, find
out what is covered. The sale, for example,
may only cover standard American sixcylinder cars. The price displayed means
nothing if you happen to have a foreign car
or one with a V-8 motor.
--If you take your car to a service
station or dealer as a result of a tune-up
ad, find out exactly what is included in the
package and what is extra. USually only
the shop time for initial basic service is
specified in the ad. The new parts you may
need — points, plugs, and air filter — will
probably be extra.
—Check whether the mechanic is certified. Certain states or counties require
that car mechanics be certified. However,
even in areas where this is not mandatory,
many mechanics can get certification for
training from the National Institute for
Automotive Service and other comparable
institutions.
—Look for a "shop" where they want
you to describe your car's symptoms. If
possible, you should talk directly to the
mechanic who will be working on your car.
In any case, write down the list of symptoms for the mechanic to refer to.

Dear Editor:
Just a personal note of thanks for the
tremendous help which you and the Ledger
and Times were to the newly formed
Ducks Unlimited Chapter of Murray and
Calloway County.
We sincerely appreciate your help and
unselfish cooperation with this sportsmen's banquet fund raising project for

Ducks Unlimited. Without this help I am
positive that we would not have had the
tremendous response that we were able to
achieve.
Again thank you sincerely on behalf of
myself and other conservation minded
duck hunters.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. McNeely
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Thanksgiving
Dear Editor:
In some areas of the world there will be
little for the citizens to be thankful for as
we in America enter this season of
Thanksgiving.
Our nation, blessed with the ingredients
needed to provide us with abundant food,
has prospered during the 200 years of our
existence. Added to our blessings have
been the spirit of independence and hard
work that have become ingrained in the
American farmer. He has taken the soil,
the sun and seeds and converted them into
an industry that is the marvel of the
modern world.
The farm families of Calloway County

have shown through the years that they,
like the pioneer farmers before them, have
what it takes to make the land produce to
its fullest. They have made agriculture the
backbone of our area. They have done this
with hard work and confidence in what
they feel is an honorable and rewarding
profession.
As we think about the bounty of our land,
this Thanksgiving,let us also think of these
men and women whose toil has helped
make this possible.
Sincerely,
W. C. McKeeI
Hazel Road
Murray, Ky.
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
I plan to retire and start drawing my
Social Security in January of 1976. I have
been working for this company since 1942.
During this time, I have accumulated sick
pay amounting to over $5,000, which I will
receive in January. I am also planning to
work part-time and earn the allowable $210
per month.
My question is: Will the $5,000 from my
sick pay count against my $210 per month
for Social Security? — D. T.
Answer: No. The accumulated sick pay
will not count against your $2,520 because
It is not income earned while you are
drawing a Social Security check.
Heartline: How long does a person have
to work on the railroad to be eligible for a
pension? — S. C.
Answer: You must work a minimum of
10 years (120 months) in order to be
eligible for a railroad retirement check.
Heartline: I am a 65-year-old widow,and
I have been drawing my Social Security
benefits for 3 years now. Each month when
I receive my check, I take it to the bank to
be deposited in my checking account. My
bank is at the other end of town, and it is
sometimes very inconvenient for me to get
there and be able to pay my bills on time.
Do you have any suggestions for me? — R.
L.
Answer: Many banks and savings institutions offer a service that enables your
checks to be sent directly to them and
deposited into your account. Heartline
feels that this is a great service to the
elderly. By arranging for this to be done,
you eliminate the risk of losing your check
or having it stolen.

Call your bank and see if they offer this
service. We have found that many banks
will automatically credit your account on
the same day each month regardless of
whether your check arrives on time or not.
For your free leaflet that lists governmental pamphlets helpful to senior
citizens send for "A List of 20 Vital, Free,
Government Pamphlets." Mail a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to
Heartline, Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa
50306.

Today In History
Eh The 4ssocialed Pres.,

Today is Monday, Nov. 17, the 321st day
of 1975. There are 44 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1869, the Suez Canal was
opened,linking the Mediterranean Sea and
Red Sea.
On this date—
In 1558, Queen Mary of England died and
was succeeded by Elizabeth I.
In 1604, Sir Walter Raleigh was tried for
treason in England.
In 1776, British forces led by Lord Cornwallis attacked Fort Lee, N.J., during the
American Revolution.
In 1880, the US. Congress convened for
the first time in the new, unfinished
Capitol Building in Washington.
In 1891, the Polish pianist, Ignace Jan
Paderewski, made his American debut at
New York's new Carnegie Hall,
In 1948, Britain's House of Commons
voted to nationalize the nation's steel industry.
Ten years ago: The great-great-greatgreat granddaughter of King George III,
Princess Margaret, was the guest of honor
at a dinnerdance at the White House.
Five years ago: An unmanned Soviet
moon-rover, guided from earth, rolled
along the surface of the moon.
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More Measles Vaccination Needed
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, was reelected as
moderator of the General Association of
Baptists at the meeting held last night at
Paducah.
The new president of the Kentucky
Aberdeen-Angus Breeders Association is
Robert H. Etherton of Murray. He was
elected at the meeting held at Louisville.
A. F. Doran of Murray was named as a
director.
The Calloway County Farm Bureau won
the award for most"Membership Gain" at
the state convention held at Louisville.
Mrs. J. B. Watson of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club is
serving as chairman of the 1955 Christmas
Seal Sales to raise funds for tuberculosis
_contrial iiturray 4nd Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs:J. E. Nesbitt announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Marion Sue, to Eddie
Dortch, son of Mr and Mrs. Joe Dortch.
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Let's Stay Well

20 Years Ago

III
Ill
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Ill

Rubeola (red measles) is a
"conquered," preventable disease that continues to be all too
prevalent.
In prior years, red measles
was considered an ordinary, expected disease, an experience
everyone went through Having
measles these days is far from
"stylish." In fact, it is a mark of
carelessness and neglect in
many instances.

cord or brain.
from 61.2 per cent in 1973
We need greater public and
Dr. John Witte, director of immunization at the Center for Dis- professional efforts to increase
ease Control in Atlanta, together the number of children vacciwith Norman Axnick, pointed nated against rubeola. The
out in Public Health Reports that public interest requires that this
in the first 10 years since the disease, formerly most common,
licensing of measles vaccine in become a rarity. Even a rare
1963, $1.3 billion has been saved case should make all of us feel a
by vaccination against the dis- bit ashamed that it occured.
ease.
They estimated that almost 24
We should take a similar atmillion cases have been pre- titude toward other diseases prevented, 2.400 lives have been ventable by vaccination, includsaved, some 7,900 cases of men- ing teteanus (lockjaw), polio.
tal retardation have been pre- rubella (German measles). pervented. Savings also included 78 tussis (whopping cough) and
million school days, 1.3 million diphtheria.
hospital days and more than 12
Why not make a special bicenmillion physician visits, without tennial effort to havesil children
counting the suffering and Mean- vaccinated against Difte dread
veiiiehce which have teen pre-. ,c1lothasea by JulX.4th. l97.--

Measles victims are often the
brunt of jokes, but a severe case
of rubeola is no laughing matter.
The incidence of rubeola is
lower than in the prevaccine
era however, deaths from the
disease continue to occur. While
many victims recover without
diffieultieS, others may havs.
damaging complications, such vented'.
as an invasion of the central nerYet, in 1974, only 64.5 per cent
Q: Mrs. D.L. wants to know the
VOUS system by the virus which of preschool children had name of the illness which repremay permantly affect the spinal received measles vaccine, up sents the "to aaabsence of joy"

BLASINGAME
Ill
A. Such illnesses are called
depressions, and they vary in
duration and severity, often requiring the help of a physician.
especially when the victim has
severe disturbance with the
ability to sleep as usual and
when ideas of suicide are
detected.
II
Q Mr. R.E. wants to know if a
person can sell his body for
scientific purposed and what is
the usual "price."
• A A person may direct the disposition of his body after death.
For example, he may have a
legal agrrement with a medical
school. The conditions in the
agreement are different in the
-vAtious atCand"Zee'
consult a lawyer for advice. It is
not generally possible to "sell"
one's body and collect a "price.-
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If Sold Separate

$8040 VALUE

Two Money Saving
Sets in Corning's
Newest Decoration
—Country Festival
10-Pc. Chet
Master Set

Chef Master Set
1 and 2 qt. saucepans, 4 qt saucepot 8 inch and 10 inch skillets, all
withcovers. Big savings over open
stock in colorful new Country
Festival decoration See them nowl
•Manulacturer's suggested Pnce
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6-Pc. Kitchen
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covered saucepans and 10 inch
covered skillet
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Introducing brilliant new Country Festival —a colorful, friendly
design for Corning Ware® cookware's amazingly versatile
saucepans, saucepots. beverage servers and counter savers.
Brighten your kitchen, brighten your, table. Corning Ware
products make life easier because they go from freezer to
rangetop, to table.
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Cardinals And Oilers Remain
--114-ot: With Comeback Victories
Eagles U, Maids 10
psey had kicked three field
By HAL BOCK
Cardinals 20, Redskins 17
Beaten three times on field
AP Sports Writer
Jim Hart's second TD pass of goals for LA.
But the Rams, three games goals in the final seconds,
Any football coach worth his the game to Mel Gray with 20
whistle knows that the only seconds left tied the game and in front in the NFC West, Philadelphia turned the tables,
place the game pays off is in then Bakken's sure foot won it needed two dropped passes in knocking off the Giants on a 30the won-loss column. So what if after seven minutes of overtime the end zone by the Falcons' yarcler by Horst Muhlrnann
it wasn't neat? It's whether you for St. Louis. The victory Haskel Stanback and Alfred with 28 seconds left to play.
The victory halted a fivewin or lose, not how you play moved the Cards into first Jenkins to win.
game Eagle losing streak.
Raiders 38, Browns 17
he game that counts.
place in the NFC East, one
49ers 31, Bears 3
Ken Stabler hurled four
That's why Minnesota didn't game ahead of Washington and
Del Williams ran for 106
touchdown passes, leading Oakworry about six fumbles, two Dallas.
yards and Steve Spurner
interceptions and 50 yards in
Gray caught the tying TD at land past winless Cleveland.
The Browns, who dropped passed for 124 more as San
penalties. What counts is that the goal line and then was
the Vikings beat New Orleans stripped of the ball by corner- their ninth straight, were tied Francisco whipped Chicago.
Williams became the first
20-7 Sunday, extending their back Pat Fischer. At first, the 17-17 with the AFC West DiviNational Football League win- play was ruled incomplete but sion leading Raiders until late 49er back this season to gain
ning streak to nine consecutive after a lengthy huddle, the offi- in the third quarter. Then Stab- more than 100 yards rushing
games.
cials reversed themselves and ler eased Oakland to its victo- and it- marked the first time
San Francisco has won two
And St. Louis doesn't care allowed the touchdown.
ry.
that its tying touchdown with 20
Colts 52, Jets 19
Bert Jones hurled three
seconds left against Washington
needed a huddle by the officials touchdown passes including a
before it was approved. Seven club record 90-yarder to Roger
points is seven points, and that Carr, leading Baltimore to its
I'D forced the overtime that romp over New York. Jones
saw the Cardinals kayo the passed for 277 yards before
. Redskins 20-17 on Jim Bakken's leaving the game with a rib inAtlanta's Tom Henderson,
By The Associated Press
37-yard field goal. The game's jury.
The Atlanta Hawks had a who had 12 points for the night,
nine turnovers? So what?
Oilers 20, Dolphins 19
game in their pockets and al- hit two free throws with 17 secNeatness counts in the fourth
onds left, but Haywood's 25Coleman broke five tackles most threw it away.
grade but in the NFL, all that and went seven yards for HousLuckily for them, the New footer quickly made it 97-96.
. matters is putting more points ton's winning TD against York Knicks threw it away first After a time out, Henderson
on the scoreboard than the oth- Miami.
was tied up by Haywood as he
- the ball, that is.
er guys.
Bubba Smith blocked two exThe Knicks wiped out most of tried to get the ball over the 10$altimore, for enmple, neat- tra point attempts by the Dol- a mammoth 17-point deficit in second line. Haywood got the
ly demolished the New York phins' Garo Yepremian, setting the final seven minutes Sunday tip, and New York called time
Jets 52-19 for Sunday's one- the stage for Coleman's win- night and had the chance to out with two seconds left, setsided award but Houston got ning score.
win, but blew three easy close ting up the drama of the last
the same effect, nipping Miami
two seconds.
shots in the last two seconds.
Steelers 28, Chiefs 3
20-19 on a touchdown by Ronnie
Lakers 110, Bulls 93
As a result, the Hawks esPittsburgh won its seventh caped with a nerve-jabbing 97Coleman with 71 seconds left.
Lucius Allen scored 28 points
Elsewhere, it was Pittsburgh straight game and took the 96 National Basketball Associ- and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
pulled down 15 rebounds and
28, Kansas City 3; Los Angeles AFC Central lead for the first ation victory.
16, Atlanta 7; Detroit 13, Green time this season by one-half
"The play went the way we blocked eight shots to lead Los
Bay 10; San Francisco 31, Chi- game over Cincinnati, which planned ... the shot just didn't Angeles over Chicago. Allen
cago 3; Philadelphia 13, New plays tonight.
drop," said Knick Coach Red made 12 of his 15 field goal atQuarterback Terry Brad- Holtzman.
York Giants 10; Dallas 34, New
tempts and Gail Goodrich
England 31; Oakland 38, Cleve- shaw's 42-yard TD pitch to
Shots by John Gianelli and pitched in 21 points in the balland 17, and Denver 27, San Lynn Bradshaw gave the Steel- Phil Jackson hung tantalizingly anced Los Angeles attack.
ers their first points of the on the rim, then dropped off to SuperSonics 102, Warriors 98
Diego 17.
Buffalo plays at Cincinnati game only seven seconds be- kill the undaunted Knicks once
Fred Brown scored 30 points
tonight, completing the NFL's fore halftime.
as Seattle snapped Golden
and for all.
Cowboys 34, Patriots 31
ninth week of action.
They had three shots and I State's six-game winning
Roger Staubach threw three still can't figure out how the streak. The Sonics trailed 81-78
Vikings 20, Saints 7
-We made an awful lot of TD pacses but Dallas barely ball didn't go in," said At- with about nine minutes to go
mistakes," noticed Minnesota hung on to beat New England. lanta's Connie Hawkins.
in the fourth quarter. But
Coach Bud Grant. "I don't The victory tied the Cowboys
paced by the shooting of Brown
Lou Hudson's 21 points led and the overall hustle of reknow why, I don't think it was with Washington, one game
the caliber of the opposition." back of St. Louis in the NFC six Hawks in double figures as serve guard Herm Gilliam, the
Atlanta led by more than 10 Sonics outscored the Warriors
The 2-7 Saints didn't turn the East.
points most of the game, 19-3 in a five-minute span.
Rams 16, Falcons 7
ball over once but couldn't take
James Harris passed for 242 stretching it to 88-71 with 7:20/
advantage of Minnesota's slopPacers IX, Spirits 114
lii,
unto Ron Jessie,. as LOS remag. Then Spencer Hak
•
Billy Knight led a balanced ,
,
defeated Atlanta. JeS-. wood, who finished with 211 Indiana scoring attack with 23
•-,▪ ,-Despite'his two interceptions,
ted for the game's points, led the Knicks' come- points and sparked a thirdPPrazi Tarkenton pitched three
touchdown passes to keep the only TD on a nine-yard pass back, narrowing the margin to quarter barrage in the Pacers'
Vikings winning streak going. from Harris after Tom Dem- 95-94 on a three-point play.
rout of St. Louis.

Knicks Manage To Lose
Despite Hawks' Effort

garnes in a row this year.
Lions 13, Packers 10
Errol Mann kicked a 23-yard
field goal with 13 seconds left,
giving Detroit its victory over
Green Bay. Joe Reed's 48-yard
pass to Ray Jarvis with 54 seconds left set up the winner.
Broncos 27, Chargers 17
Steve Ramsey passed for a
pair of touchdowns as Denver
extended winless San Diego's
losing streak to nine games.
The Chargers came from behind, wiping out a 17-3 Bronco
lead to tie the score. But then
Denver staged a goalline stand,
stopping San Diego one yard
short of the TD that would have
put the Chargers in front.
The Broncos won the game
with 10 points in the final period. Jon Keyworth scored from
the one and Jim Turner's 46yard field goal capped the victory.

011 itli

SPORTS

Neale sprinkled his postgame praise for both clubs.
"Cincinnati does not play like
an expansion team," said
Neale. We found that out
when they beat us at home, and
I think we felt like we owed
them one for that loss."
The officiating drew a sharp
rebuke from Cincinnati Coach
Terry Slater. "The refereeing
was brutal. There were at least
10 penalties they should have

Rd

Flyers Win Grudge With Canadiens

By The Associated Press

One of the stronger National
Hockey League rivalries these
days is the one between the
Montreal Canadiens and the
Philadelphia Flyers. There is
no love lost between either
coach, Montreal's Scotty Bowman and Philadelphia's Fred
Shero, and that feeling continued Sunday night.
The Flyers won this one, 3-1,
with Rick MacLeish breaking a
1-1 tie in the second period.
When it was over, Shero wanted to talk about his defense and
Bowman didn't want to talk
about much of anything.

Fighting Saints Edge
Stingers In WHA 3-2
CINCINNATI (AP) - "It
was our best all-around game
of the season - and that's a
compliment to Cincinnati," said
Harry Neale, coach of the Minnesota Fighting Saints.
The Fighting Saints avenged
an earlier home defeat to the
first-year Stingers Sunday, winning the fight-marred World
Hockey Association game 3-2 as
Henry Boucha rammed in a
pair of goals.
In the other WHA games,
Winnipeg topped Indianapolis 21; Calgary tripped Houston 5-3;
Cleveland and Phoenix skated
to a 4-4 tie, and the San DiegoEdmonton game was postponed.
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called in the last period and
didn't." He said Bud Poile, a
league representative, attended
the game "and I'm sure he's
going to have something to
say."
The Stingers led only once, at
1-0 late in the first period. Then
the Saints took command,tying
it on Dave Keon's goal. Boucha
scored both his goals during a
10-minute span in the second
period, his fifth and sixth of the
season.
Cincinnati tied it at 2-2 on
Dennis Sobchuk's second goal
of the night and third in two
nights.
A total of an hour and 16
minutes in penalties was called
in the first two periods, including 70 minutes in the
brawl-filled second period.
Three game misconducts were
leveled.
The Mariners-Oilers game
was shifted to tonight to avoid
conflict with Sunday's Canadian
Football League playoff involving* Edm00141rEsk*Inci5t

"After a while, it gets frustrating losing to a team like
that," said Bowman.
"They (the Canadiens) have
the greatest defense in hockey.
What good does it do them?"
asked Shero, adding fuel to the
fire for the next time these antagonists play. "Everybody
overlooks our defense. Nobody
writes about them. But compare them to the other team we
played tonight."
Montreal came out second
best Sunday night. MacLeish
sent an eight-foot shot past Ken
Dryden at 16:31 of the middle
period, then Gary Dornhoefer
sent his second of the night into
an empty net for insurance in
the last minute of play.
In the other NHL games Sunday night, the Boston Bruins
beat the Kansas City Scouts 4-2,
the New York Rangers blanked
the Detroit Red Wings 3-0, and
the Buffalo Sabres topped the
California Seals, 4-1.
Philadelphia owns a victory
and a tie in their two games
with Montreal this season. Last
year, the clubs split four
games.
Guy Lafleur gave Montreal a
1-0 lead with a 35-foot shot at
5:02 of the first period. Bob
Kelly, breaking out of the penalty box, took a pass from
Orest Kindrachuk and tied it at
11:05 of the session.
Bruins 4, Scouts 2
First-period goals by John
Bucyk, Ken Hodge and Terry
O'Reilly started Boston on the
way to its fourth consecutive
victory.
Wayne Cashman converted a
Jean Ratelle rebound for the
other Boston score. Buster Harvey and Guy Charron hit for
Kansas City.
Rangers 3, Red Wings 0
New York goalie John Davidson recorded his first career
shutout behind goals by Pete

Stemkowski, Steve Vickers and
Walt Tkaczuk, dimming a
brilliant 36-save performance
by former Rangers netmind,er
Ed Giacomin and stopping Detroit's three-game winning
streak.
Sabres 4, Seals 1
Buffalo continued its domination of California on two second-period goals by Rene Robert. The Seals haven't beaten
the Sabres in 10 games, going
back to Nov. 18, 1973.
Rick Martin and Danny Gare
had the other Buffalo goals,
while Gary Sabourin tallied for
California.

Becomes Contender
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- A
Louisville resident has become
a contender for the novice bull
riding prize in the second annual North American Livestock
Exposition's championship rodeo at Freedom Hall.
Bob Wright scored 62 points
Sunday to win second night's
competition in the event.
The rodeo continues nightly
through Wednesday, when final
winners will be determined.
An Indiana woman tied for
first place Sunday night in the
girl's barrel race. Jeanette
Smith of Frankfort, Ind., and
Anne Stein of Washington, Pa.,
both finished with times of 16.3
seconds.

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
homereceived
their
delivered copy of The
Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insert delivery
of the newspaper. Calls mint
he placed before 6 p.m.
4.
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Big Eight Coaches Feel 'Tide
Shying Away From Showdown
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
As usual, Alabama is in the
--torefront of the postseason bowl
ispoilight. And as a result of the
Crimson Tide's decision to play
in the Sugar Bowl against Penn
state, either Nebraska or Okla6:ima will be shut out of the
five major bowls.
The surprising beneficiary of
All the weekend's wheeling and
Waling, which saw 20 of the 22
.riajor berths unexpectedly
Yilled, could be the newest of
ahem all, the five-year-old
Fiesta Bowl, which might have
Top Ten match-up of unbeaten and eighth-ranked Arizona

Tickets For WKU
Game Are On Sale
: Tickets for Big M Club
members and football donors
who wish to go to the MurrayWestern game Saturday at
Bowling Green are available by
contacting athletic director Cal
.Luther at 762-6184.
f The tickets are three dollars
teach.
t Other groups or individuals
I who wish to attend the game
tshould contact Western Kentucky University _ for ticket
information.

State - provided the Sun Devils defeat Arizona for the Western Athletic Conference title against the loser of Saturday's
Big Eight Conference showdown between second-ranked
Nebraska and No. 6 Oklahoma.
The Alabama-Penn State Sugar Bowl pairing was reported
by The Associated Press Sunday night and was to be officially announced in New Orleans at 1 p.m., EST, today.
With one game left for both
teams, fifth-ranked Alabama
has a 9-1 record following a 27-6
triumph over Southern Mississippi, to 8-2 for 11th-ranked
Penn State, idle over the weekend.
The only vacant bowl berths
are one in the Tangerine Bowl
against 16th-ranked Miami of
Ohio and another in the Peach
Bowl against North Carolina
State. With some pairings still
to be announced officially, The
AP has come up with the following bowl line-up:
-Rose Bowl: Big Ten champion (Ohio State or Michigan)
vs. Pacific-8 champion (UCLA,
California or Stanford).
-Orange Bowl: NebraskaOklahoma winner vs. Ohio
State-Michigan loser.
-Sugar Bowl: Alabama vs.
Penn State,

14.NR NOTES

by William M. Boyd
When
discussing
money
problems, a couple should choose
B time when both are relaxed and
have ample time. It's very important for both to use the word
"our" rather than "my" or
"yours" for mutual money matters.
We're not marriage counselors but we're always available to
discuss your money needs when you want our help.
PEOPLES
/BA.N.E..
,
MUNILAT
IT.

Member FDIC

-Cotton Bowl: Southwest
Conference champion (Texas
A&M, Texas or Arkansas) vs.
Georgia.
-Gator Bowl: Florida vs.
Maryland.
-Liberty Bowl: Southern
California vs. Arkansas, if the
Razorbacks don't win the
Southwest Conference title and
thereby go to the Cotton Bowl,
or Texas A&M.
-Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl:
Colorado vs. Texas A&M or
Texas.
-Fiesta Bowl: Western Athletic Conference champion ( Arizona State or Arizona vs. Nebraska-Oklahoma loser.
-Sim Bowl: Pitt vs. KansasMissouri winner.
-Tangerine Bowl: Miami of
Ohio vs. opponent to be selected.
-Peach Bowl: North Carolina State vs. opponent to be selected.
The rash of bowl invitations
and the cries from the powerful
Big Eight Conference that Alabama is ducking a match with
a Big Eight opponent overshadowed a weekend in which
nine of the Top Ten teams posted victories while the other,
ninth-ranked Notre
Dame,
dropped out of the bowl picture
by losing to Pitt 34-20 as Tony
Dorsett romped for 303 yards
and scored twice.
After Saturday's 52-0 rout of
Iowa State, Nebraska Coach
Tom Osborne told Sugar Bowl
executive secretary John Barr,
"Tell that son of a buck (Bear
Bryant) not to duck us."
Osborne was alluding to oftrepeategi charges that Bryant,
who hasn't wiin in his last eight
bowl trips, decides where he
wants Alabama to play and
also hand-picks the opponent.
Bryant has repeatedly said he
wanted to play in the first SugAr Bowlin New Orjeans' new,
Strperdome, but also said he
would rather play for the national championship.
It would take a far-fetched,
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unlikely series of developments, over Rice; No,7 Texas, which
for Alabama to win the national turned back winless Texas
championship by defeating' Christian 27-11 despite the loss
Penn State.
of star quarterback Marty
Big Eight Commissioner Akins with an early knee inCharles M. Neinas, confirming jury, and Arkansas, which
the Sugar Bowl had rejected thumped Southern Methodist 35the Nebraska-Oklahoma loser, 7.
said, "The only explanation I
The host team in the Fiesta
received wae 'local considera- Bowl will be decided Nov. 29
tions.' I asked for a further ex- when Arizona State, which
planation and I didn't get one." routed Pacific 55-14, meets No.
Asked why the Sugar Bowl 12 Arizona, which trimmed Colinvited Penn State rather than orado State 31-9. Tenth-ranked
the Nebraska-Oklahoma loser, Colorado shaded No. 17 Kansas _Ma a Bicentennial book like no other! An
entertaining.,fact-packed
Clifford H. Kern Jr., president 24-21.
trip
back
to
1776.
of the sponsoring New Orleans
13th,
Southern Cal, ranked
".76," produced by The Associated Press, tells about the rascals, the
Mid-Winter Sports Association, lost its third in a row since
said, "If I answer that question Coach John McKay announced blunders, the unsung heroes, the mischief, and the life of the man in
I'll be confirming something I he was leaving for the pros at the street in ,k merica and
Europe during that "turning point'.'.ear. It's
don't want to confirm."
the end of the season, bowing
a
backstage
of
history
sour
teacher never told you about.
In Tuscaloosa, Ala., assistant to Washington 8-7 on Greg MarIt is a book about Washington-not the national monument-but
athletic director Charley Thorn- tin's fourth-quarter 12-yard
ton confirmed Alabama had re- touchdown run.
the man. About Beaumarchais, the implausible Frenchman who kept
ceived a bid to the Sugar Bowl,
No. 19 UCLA remained in the the Revolution going when he wasn't writing "The Marriage of Figaro."
adding: "It's no secret we'd
driver's seat by whip- About John Adams, the Puritan's Puritan, and his cousin, Sam. About
Pacific-8
rather go to the Sugar Bowl
this year, but it's not true we ping Oregon State 31-9 as John the Declaration of Independence and what Ben Franklin whispered to
ducked the Orange Bowl. We Sciarra passed for 247 yards. Jefferson.
never told the Orange Bowl we UCLA can clinch the Pac-8
About America's last king, really not a bad chap. It is a book about
wouldn't go there. The Orange crown by defeating Southern
Califor28.
No.
15
Nov.
1776
in England as well as America, filled with the raucous life of the
on
Cal
Bowl passed us by."
Nick Crane, chairman of the nia, a 31-14 nonleague winner city streets, the hilarious hardships of the traveler, the bawdy goings-on
Orange Bowl's team selection over Air Force, and Stanford, of the English manor and the American frontier.
committee, said Alabama which outlasted Oregon 33-30,
All narrated in lively style and illustrated with hundreds of rare
wasn't invited "because both also are in the running but next
be
eliminated.
loser
will
color and black and white pictures.
Big Ten teams (Ohio State and week's
Michigan) are ranked higher
For a vibrant, vivid voyage to the year it all began,order your copy of
Florida, No. 14, walloped
than Alabama and our tradition
Miami of Ohio, "76.. today and celebrate Independence for only $7.95. With this
48-7.
Kentucky
is to take the highest-rated
No. 16, set a record attractive, 300-page book ott will receive a large full color wall map
teams on the pick 'em date." ranked
consecutive Mid- of colonial America.
On the field, No. 1-ranked with its 16th
triumph,
Conference
American
Ohio State pounded Minnesota
of
Kent
State.
whipping
274
a
38-6 and fourth-rated Michigan
28beat
Auburn
Georgia
20
No.
downed Illinois 21-15, setting up
13.
next week's annual showdown.
North Carolina State, trailing
Sititta
-y(Ky.) Ledger & Times
Nebraska thought it might it
21-7 after three periods,
Duke
to make the Orange Bowl beG-22, Teaneck, N.J.07666 6
Box
standfore its meeting with Oklahoma rallied to salvage a 21-21
Enclosed is $
Please send me
but the Sooners, after blowing a off, enough to earn a bid to the
copies of '76 at $7.95 each
20-0 halftime lead, rallied to nip Peach Bowl.
No. 18 Missouri 28-27 on Joe
I NAME
GOLF
Washington's 71-yard fourth
AUCKLAND,
New
Zealand.
down touchdown dash and two
I ADDRESS
point conversion run with 4:20 Billy Break of the United States
shot a finaLround one-underremaining.
I CITY
-•
-ZIP -Please make chock or money order payable to
The three Southwest Confer- par 71 to win the $35,000 New
'•The Associated Pressence challengers all remained Zealand Golf Tournament by
L
_
in contention - third-ranked one stroke over Australia's PeTexas A&M with a 33-14 victory. ter Thomson
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Big M Club To
Honor Grid Team

Murray Upset At Eastern Illinois

Racers Now Face Prospects Of
Finishing With Losing Season
Before the season started,
there probably wouldn't have
been anybody who would have
predicted a losing season for
Murray State in football.
At this point in time, it's just
the opposite. Following a 14-7
loss to Eastern Illinois Saturday, the Racers fall to 4-4-1 on
the season. And in order to
finish with a winning year,
Murray must win at Western
Kentucky Saturday in the
season finale.
There are several good
reasons why Murray will be the
underdog. Number one, Murray
defeated the Hilltoppers 9-7 last
year in the final game of the
season at Stewart Stadium.
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Also, Murray still has a lot of
people out of the lineup with the
injuries. But most of all,
Western simply has a better
football team.
Murray probably had a better
football team than Eastern
Illinois. The only problem was it
wasn't that way on Saturday.
The Racers' two leading
rushers for the season, tailback
Art Kennedy and fullback Larry
Jones, were both out of the
game because of ankle injuries.
Murray had only 60 yards on
the ground and quarterback
Mike Hobbie had a poor day as
he completed just four of 17
passes and had two picked off.
Hobbie had 71 yards in the air to
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opposite kicker Sanders and
holder Mark Francis, but
Eastern shocked the Racers by
having everyone else line up
several yards down from the
line of scrimmage.
Francis took the snap from
center, shoveled a lateral to
Stettner and saw the big
sophomore drive all the way
down to the one-yard line,
where on the next play, he
carried the ball in for the final
touchdown.
For Murray, freshman
tailback Joe Riley of Owensboro
was the leading rusher as he
carried 13 times for 50 yards.
It was the third consecutive
win for Eastern Illinois. It
marks the first time the Panthers have won three straight
since 1968.
Eastern will host Illinois State
this Saturday and a win would
move the Panthers to 4-4-2 and
would give Eastern its first
break-even season since 1961.
Meanwhile, Murray drops to
4-4-1 and may well wind up with
a losing seasor the first since
1972.

also caught a pass for two
yards, which was the only pass
Eastern completed all day.
Without Stettner, Eastern
Illinois would have had only 18
yards on the ground. And
without Stettner, the Panthers
would have lost a 6-0 game. But
unfortunately for Murray, the
only thing missing in the game
was offense from the Racers.
In the first period, Eastern
took over on its first three
drives from 37, 31 and 36 yards
out but still could not score.
The scoreless tie was broken
at the 8:51 mark when Stettner
plunged in from a yard out. It
took Eastern 12 plays to score.
It only took Stettner 11. The only
time Stettner didn't carry the
ball, the play went for no gain.
After Jeff Sanders booted the
PAT, Eastern led 7-0 and that
was all they needed for the
victory.
But just to make sure the one
point lead held up, the Panthers
scored again with 1:33 left when
they lined up to attempt a field
goal from the 20-yard line.
Murray's defense lined up

give the Racers a total offense
of just 131 yards.
Of those 131 yards, only one
yard meant anything at all.
After keeping the crowd asleep
for the entire game, the Murray
offense managed to get on the
board at the 12:26 mark of the
game as fullback Roger
Rushing crossed from a yard
out.
The big play of the series was
a 13-yard pass from Hobbie to
Willie DeLoach that carried the
Racers from the Eastern
Illinois 36 down to the 23.
Sylvester Amagwula missed the
PAT and the Racers were left
trailing 7-6.
Murray did not move again
into Eastern Illinois territory.
In fact, the Racers crossed
midfield only once in the game
and that was when they scored
in the final period.
Eastern Illinois got all of its
offense from 5-11, 200-pound
sophomore runningback Mark
Stettner.
Stettner finished with 200
yards on the ground for a new
Panther school record. Stettner

Resurging Morehead
Pulls Upset On Akron
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THIS COACH CAN KAY— An McCall, who calcites at East
Elementary, shows he knows what he's telling the kids. Here, McCall uses his fine form and banks in•shot. Waiting for the relieved
is Pool Rishiag(1)of Callowey.
(Sluff Photos by lerry Drew)

By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
On the basis of the team's performance the past three weeks,
Morehead should consider rehiring resigning football coach
Roy Terry and then firing him
every once in a while to charge
up the Eagles.
It is improbable that the
school will ask Terry to stay on
after accepting his resignation,
but there is no denying that his
team has played inspired foot-

Tight End Derrick Ramsey To

I.

Become Quarterback For 'Cats

ball recently.
The Eagles made it two
straight wins last weekend with
a 7-0 upset of Akron, a team
that saw its post-season playoff
hopes skitter away when quarterback Phi& Sims passed 11
yards to Keith Mescher for the
only touchdown of the game.
It was the second consecutive
game in which Sims and Mescher have connected for the
winning — and only — touchdown of a game and was also
the second straight Saturday
that Morehead's defense did not
allow a touchdown.
The Morehead resurgence,
which comes after a six-game
losing streak, has proven too
little, too late in Terry's case.
In other Saturday games involving Kentucky colleges,
Northeast Louisiana stymied a
last-second Louisville bid to
edge the Cardinals 14-10, Eastern Kentucky shook out two
consecutive losses to bludgeon
Ashland, Ohio, 50-36, Eastern
Illinois dumped Murray 14-6,
Alabama State handed Kentucky State its second straight
loss 20-10 and Rose-Hulman
nipped Centre 13-11.
Senior tailback Walter Peacock rushed for a career-high
206 yards, bringing his career
total to 3,075, but it wasn't
enough as Louisville dropped
its ninth game in 10 starts.:•
The Cardinals came up six

By BOB COOPER .
"That's one thing about him ing that some underclassmen
Associated Press Writer
(Ramsey),
he makes something showed skills that even he
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — It
hadn't expected.
isn't often a guy starts a game happen," Curci said.
However, such a disastrous
end,
at tight
is in on 70 plays
Although Ramsey had suf- loss does make it difficult to reand wins a starting role at fered bruised ribs on an earlier
cruit, "but we'll cross that
quarterback, but that's just play, "he is the type of guy
bridge when we come to it,"
what Derrick Ramsey did this that's going to make our team
Curci said.
weekend.
go somewhere," Curd added.
Curci said Kentucky's team
"Off the top of my head, I'd Kentucky finishes its season
well enough against
played
say we're going right back with Saturday against Tennessee in
to have won against
Florida
him as a starter," Kentucky Lexington and that is a big
teams.
other
"If we had played
Coach Fran Curci said after the game for us, and a win would
this way against Vandy (a 13-3
Wildcats' 48-7 disaster against make it a great season for us,"
loss), we would have beaten
Florida at Gainesville SaturCurci said.
them," he said.
day.
Kentucky's loss, on paper,
"We moved the ball well and
Ramsey, who was one of the
was nothing less than a fright, did a lot of nice things against
top quarterback prospects early "but at least there were some
Florida. we just didn't win,"
in the season, but later was bright spots," Curci said, addhe added.
moved to tight end before his
necessary retreading on Saturday, "had not taken a snap
from center for four or five
weeks," Curci said.
His practice for ther reassignment amounted .to a half
dozen snaps from a substitute
29 to determine which will
center on the sideline.
By MIKE CLARK
tangle with the Jefferson CounThe quick change became
Writer
AP Sports
ty winner in the Dec. 5 state
necessary when freshman quarLOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — title game.
terback Bill Tolston twisted a Four top-ranked teams — AshTop-ranked Franklin-Simpson
knee and Mike Shutt injured an land, Franklin-Simpson, Midaroused Henderson
overcame
ankle.
dlesboro and Heath — have
That left junior Cliff Hite as made into the semifinals of the City 14-0 on the strength of
the only quarterback on the state high school football play- James Stanley's 106 yards rushing in a State AAA game. No. 2
team. He tried, and failed to offs.
Ft. Thomas Highlands butchmount any offensive effort.
But No. 1 Bishop David of ered Knox Central 49-22 and
Just before the third quarter Jefferson County failed to make
ended, Ccirci sent Ramsey in the playoffs at all after drop- No. 3 Shelby County dumped
and the 6-foot-5, 215-pound na- ping a 14-0 decision to No. 2 St. Madison Central 23-12. In the
other game, Cawood crunched
tive of Camden, N.J., moved Xavier last weekend.
Belfry 27-0.
carscore,
only
its
to
Kentucky
The victory moved St. X, 10Franklin-Simpson meets Shelrying the ball most of the way 0, into the Jefferson County
himself, but handing to fresh- semifinals opposite third-rated by County and Highlands enterman Rod Stewart for the final Trinity on Friday. For Bishop tains Cawood in Friday's semifinal play.
three yards.
David, however, the first loss
after 11 straight wins meant a
Top-rated Middlesboro, 12-0,
quick trip to the sidelines.
blasted No. 3 Somerset 35-6 in a
Should St. X escape the Jef- surprisingly one-sided State AA
ferson County playoffs, the Ti- playoff game. Petie Gilbert
gers could run into Ashland, scored on runs of 33 and 70
the season-long No. 1 selection yardsior the winners.
in State AAAA and a crushing
No. 4 Scott County routed
36-6 victor over Dixie Heights LaRue County 36-6, unbeaten
in a first round game.
and unranked Green County upIn other AAAA games, No. 5 set No. 5 Mayfield 7-0 and RoPaducah Tilghman converted wan County crushed Hazard 39errors into touchdowns and sur- 8 as Paul Kidd scored four
prised No. 3 Owensboro 23-17 touchdowns — two on kickoff
while unranked Lexington Lafareturns.
yette shocked second-rapked
It will be Middlesboro against
Lexington Tates Creek 21-7,
Rowan County and Scott CounIn a battle of unranited ty against Green County in
save
teams, Clark County blanked semifinal play.
North Hardin 10-0.
.. on car
Clarence Johnson surpassed
Ashland this moves Into a 1,800 yards rushing for the seaInsurance.
semifinal bout Friday opposite son in leading Heath, ranked
Ronnie Ross
Lafayette while Tilghman atop the State A clarets, to a
meets Clark County. pie two 27-0 verdict over No. 5 TomHILO&
Pb4se 753-114114
75
survivors will meet Nov. 28 Of pkinsvilli. In other contests.

yards short when quarterback
John Darling passed to Tony
Smith, who was run out of
bounds at the final gun.
Reserve tailback Stan Mitchell rushed for a school-record
252 yards and four touchdowns
to power Eastern to its seventh
win in 10 games. Three came in
the first half as Eastern rolled
to a 35-7 advantage and coasted
home.
Murray may have been looking ahead to Saturday's showdown with Western Kentucky.
But the Racers paid for any inattention when the winner's
Mark Stettner ran for 200 yards
arid both touchdowns.
Orange Blossom Classicbound Kentucky State tripped
for the second time after receiving the bid to meet Florida
A&M in Miami Dec. 6. Alabama State converted a
blocked punt and a fumble recovery into key touchdowns.
The loss finished Kentucky
State's regular season at 7-3.
Tim Jeans' two field goals
provided the difference as
Rose-Hulman edged rallying
Centre. The losing Colonels,
who finished 4-4-1 for the season, scored a touchdown and a
two-point conversion with 1:06
to play and then recovered a
fumble on the ensuing kickoff.
But Centre saw it chance for
victory snuffed out iehen Jim
Akin's 41-yard field goal attempt was blocked.

Four Top-Ranked High School
Teams All Grab_Playoff Wins
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No. 2 Harrodsburg used four
Henry Parks touchdowns to
rout Frankfort 32-12, Ludlow
ripped Raceland 27-0 and Elkhorn City nipped Pineville 2720.
Harrodsburg is at Heath and
Elkhorn City is at Ludlow in
State A semifinal action Friday.
The survivors from this
weekend's semifinals will congregate in Bowling Green on
Thanksgiving weekend to settle
the state championships in
classes AAA, AA and A. Title
games in AA and A will be held
Nov. 23 with the AAA championship set for Nov. 29.
The State AAAA finals will bc
held Dec. 5.

Wins Racing Series
PUYALLUP, Wash. (API —
Belgium's Roger DeCoster
combined second and thirdplace finishes Sunday to wrap
up the 1975 Trans-AMerican
Motorcycle Association series
championship and win the
Trans-AMA International Motocross at Puyallup Racew;e
Park.
Holland's Gerrit Wolsnik, lIeCoster's teammate, finished
second and Gary Semics of Lisbon, Ohio, placed third. Wolsnik
and Semics each won one of the
two motes.
In overall standings, Wolsnik
ranks second with Tony DIStefano of Morrisville, Pa .
third. DiStefano took fourth
here.

The Big hit Club will host a
dinner honoring the 1975
Murray State football,team and
cheerleaders at 6:30 p.m
Thursday.
The dinner will be held at the
Murray Country Club.
Only Big M Club members
can attend the dinner. Tickets
will be three dollars at the door

To Become Coach
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WEST HARTFORD, Conn
(AP) — Gary Palladino, a firstyear assistant basketball coach
at the University of Hartford,
will become head coach for the
1976-77 season, says Gordon
McCullough, the present head
coach and director of the
school's athletic and physical
education programs.
McCullough said Saturday he
would retire as head basketball
coach after the 1975-76 season
to devote more time to his other athletic responsibilities.

Magnificent Seven Just Gets
Away In Game With ll-Stars
offense and defense while
By BARRY DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer getting some really fine play out
The Harlem Magnificent of a bunch of guys who play for
Seven of Wichita, Kansas, the fun of it. Several of the
played Calloway's top ten a Calloway "Old Timers" showed
game of basketball Saturday that they still had "the touch"
night at Jeffrey Gym. But the when it was time to put the ball
game was a little different from in the net.
Now, afterall, this game was
the usual pro show team who
comes in and thumps the op- supposed to be a fun game and
position with no trouble at all the "Magnificent Seven"
while pulling off stunts all over brought along the bag of tricks
that this type of show calls for.
the court.
But the really funny part of the
was
Calloway's top ten, which
really 11 counting "Doc" game show was watching the
team standing
McGaughey came out to play Calloway
basketball. The starting five, around, talking to themselves,
Stan Key, Jerry Conley, Mike just waiting to get back at them.
And get after them they did.
Kline, Paul Rushing and Jim
the The "Magnificent Seven" knew
outplayed
McCall
Magnificent Seven and out-- quite well that they would have
scored them two to one. to play for keeps just to get out
Calloway was sitting on top of a of Coach Larry England's gym
20 to 8 score midway through with their shorts still on.
The final quarter saw the
the first quarter.
Calloway remained on top at officials benched and replaced
the half with the score 40 to 37. by "Rag Mop" McDaniel of the
The second half was much "Seven", a mysterious sixth
like the first half with Calloway man on the Calloway team and
playing aggressively both on a final score of 76-74 in favor of

the "Seven."
It was a good show and there
was plenty of fine basketball for
the fans at Jeffrey Gym
Saturday night. Everybody
enjoyed themselves and the
"Magnificent Seven" got away
with their shorts, but just
barely!

Chargers Win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Warren Etack fired three goals
to lead the Detroit-Lakeland
Chargers past the Louisville
Blades 5-1 at the Kentuckian&
Sports Center.
Back, a member of the professional Louisville Rebels
team in the late 19605, was shut
out Saturday night when the
Blades downed Detroit 6-4, but
bounced back in Sunday's action.
The Blades, trailing 5-1 with
8:45 to play, suffered a final
blow when their two leading
scorers, John Garvey and Dave
Gray, drew five minute penalties for fighting.

'et

Playoff Scores
By The Associated Press
Jefferson County
District 2
Jefferstown 7, Fairdale
time

Paducah
boro 17

State AAAA
Region 1
Tilghman 23, Owens-

Region 2
' • •
Clark County 10, North Hardin
0
Region 3
Lexington Lafayette 21, Lexington Tates Creek 7
Region 4
Ashland 36, Dixie Heights 6
State AAA
Region 1
14, Mender
Franklin-Simpson
son City 0
Region 2
Shelby County 23, Madison Cen
tral 12
Region
Ft Thomas Highlands 49 Knox
Central 22
Region 4
Cawood 27, Belfry 0

Ask usabout OW new savings plan
thairltbyou defer taxes while you build your
own retirement fund.
Thanks to an act of Congress,anyone not
under another pension plan can now
start their own — and retire rich.
It's called an Individual Retirement
Account — an 1.RA.You can contrilxne
15% of your annual salary to it each year,
up to $1,500tax free. And you won't pay
any taxeson that money until your retirement,when you're in a lower tax bracket.
Ask usfor details about starting an Individual Retirement Account.Start making
sure your golden years really ars: golden.

111111111

FMK
%ma Sion isnome

State AL.__
Region 1
Green County 7, Ma,
iffeid 0
Region 2
Scott County 36, LaRue County
6
Region 3
Middlesboro 35, Somerset 6
19 4
Region
Rowan County
Hard
State A
Region 1
Heath 27, Tompkinsville 0
Region 2
Harrodsburg 32, Frankfort 12
Region 3
Ludlow 27, Raceland 0
20
4
27, nPineville
Elkhorn Citit
y.2io

GENERAL
KENNErr SQUARE, Pa. —
Prince Thou Art, the 3-year-old
colt whim broken ankle *as
mended in surgery last week,
was destroyed after he accidentally shattered another bone in
the same leg.

Federal Savings And Loan
M

urray Branch Ph°n•7534921
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SAM AND Ma ON
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Purchase Area 4-H And
FFA Dark-Fired Tobacco
Show And Sale Planned

Bullish Market
For Sirloins?

FM MACMNER
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A TRACTOR
OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF FARM
EQUIPMENT, SEE THE FOLKS AT TOMMY'S.
•NEW 4.430 JOHN DEERE
•200 ALLIS-CHALMERS (WITH 17 NOM)
•1066 INTERNATIONAL
•4000 FORD
•2020 JOHN DEERE
•USED 4430 JOHN DEERE No HOURS)
•NEW cHisa PLOWS•DISCS
•NEW CUITI-MULCHERS (ANY SIZE)
•NEW WHEAT DRILLS
CHECK OUR COMPLETE PARTS
AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT!
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All Mal

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
OPEN AT 1:30 MONDAY TRU SATURDAY
PHONE 2474020 PHONE 753-7452 Ana 5 Pm
imcnoN ill & SEDA1.IA ROAD RAMO,KY.
•••

MUM
INCORPOR ATED

and Tom D. Bidner with the
University's Department of
George Everette, Fred Gillum;
Animal Science.
By Fred Gillum,
and Murray Warehousemen,
Angus and Brangus bulls
4-H Agent
raised at the Iberia Station were
A youth Dark-Fired Tobacco Burr Waldrop, Rob McCallon,
sold on bids for the past eight Show and Sale is scheduled for Gus Robertson, Cecil Farris. In
years to a Baton Rouge packing the third full week in Janaury. a meeting held on Friday,
house. The 13 to 15-1/2 months The Show and Sale is being re- November 14th, the Growers
old bulls, weighing between 700 emphasized to encourage youth Tobacco Floor on Railroad
and 1,150 pounds, had been to produce dark-fired tobacco. Avenue was selected in a
placed on feed at weaning and
Dark-fired tobacco is types M drawing for the site of this
In a prepared questionnaire, received a 75 per cent conand 23 tobacco. Fire-cured year's Show and Sale. 4-H and
52 per cent of the buyers rated centrate feed for 220 to 280 days.
tobacco is cured under artificial FFA members can deliver their
sirloin steaks from both Angus
As prelude to this consumer conditions by the use of open drops to the Growers Floor any
and Brangus (a cross between inquiry, 74 bulls
were fires from which the smoke and time between January 1st and
Brahman and Angus) as "very slaughtered for evaluation. The
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
fumes of burning wood are 17th.The Tobacco Show and
tender," 45 per cent as "ten- 12th rib, a convenient, stanpartly absorbed by the tobacco. Sale is open to 4-H and FFA
Passenger cars including a complete
der," and 3 per cent as dardized portion used by
members who raised fire-cured
— moderately
tende9"." packers for quality tests, was
The production of dark-fired Jobacco this year. The location
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
"Tough"? The vote, a surprise cut to 1-'4-inch steaks and tobacco in Calloway Co. hasiu.of the sale will alternate betfor aged-beef eaters, was an cooked at the Louisiana State dropped from 3,940 acres in 1954 ween the Murray and Mayfield
across-the-board "no."
University meats laboratory. to 1,391 acres this year, ac- markets.
Your tobacco crops will be
Their judgment generally The least tender steaks, as cording to 011ie Hall who quoted
East Main at Industrial Road
coincided
with
shear evaluated in shear tests at two A S. C. S. statistics. According graded and placed according to
Max keel, Mgr.
West
Ky.
Dark
Tobacco
753-7111
the quality of the leaf and the
measurements to determine days of aging, were more tender to
officials,
Growers
Association
way
the
crop
was
after
five
additional
days
handled
and
of
tenderness—the amount of
pressure required to cut a one-' aging. Medium and very tender the total production of Type 23 classed during stripping.
inch core of lean meat—in steaks changed little with tobacco in 1954 was 13,695,994
lbs., and sold for an average of
laboratory tests.
aging.
"For many years," said Dr. $32.05 per hundred weight. Last
The study to determine
consumer reaction to meat Reynolds, "carcasses have year, growers experienced a
from young bulls was a been aged in the cooler to record price per pund with the
cooperative effort between provide more tender beef. Now 1974 crop averaging $92.95 per
animal research physiologist the trend is to move the car- hundred weight on 4,713, 883 lbs.
Walter L. Reynolds with the U. casses as quickly as possible sold. The 1974 crop production is
S. Department of Agriculture's from slaughter to consumer. obviously down to almost oneAgricultural Research Service Packers are limited in storage fifth of the 1954 crop production
while the price per pound is up
and Louisiana State Univer- space and inventory."
Graded only Standard or considerably and it would seem
sity's animal scientists Tom M.
DeRouen at the Iberia Good, the carcasses in this supply and demand are more in
Livestock Experiment Station study, however, were high balance. Many tobacco industry
cutability cattle with good representatives and
yields of red meat. "Cutability warehousemen are concerned
is an index, within a grade, that with this decline in production
gives Ili a ratio of lean meat to and would like to see our
fat," Dr. Reynolds said. "Most production level off and
'carcasses had a small amount possibly increase to meet the
of kidney fat which is a measure demand for the fired leaf.
of internal fat. Very little had to
The United States Tobacco
be trimmed off. the consumer Company who is represented by
gets more for his money John Erwin locally are helping
because less goes into the trash to finance this Show and Sale.
The brawny four-wheel drive Scout TerraTm. The
can." The packaged frozen beef ,$600.00 in prize money will be
nimble, right-sized pickup built rugged, roomy and
weighed 80 per cent or more ,of awarded to this year's parready to haul over a ton of cargo wherever the job
the warm carcass weight.
ticipants. A Swiss watch and $75
demands. And smaller on the outside to give better
Low in cholesterol, tasty and
will be awarded to the 4-H or
off-road maneuverability than any
lean, bull beef has another plus, FFA member exhibiting the top
full-sized pickup.
according to researchers. No crop. Local youth show comcostly feed additives which can
mittee members include Ted
boost the bill at the meat Howard, John Erwin, Holmes
counter.
Ellis, Jamie Potts, Steve Kelly,
BATON ROUGE, La.—Baby
beef, or veal, has always been a
culinary bell ringer at the
dinner table. But young "bull"
meat?
Thirty-seven families in the
Jeanerette area of Louisiana
said, yes, please pass the Angus
and the Brangus. Especially if
it's sirloin.

Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires

Purchase Tire Mart

Introducing the pkkup
rough enough for
any job.

Ed Bradford of Mayfield,Ky.has been
appointed Sales Manager— Mix Mill

•

-74'Division,for C & S Constructio'Co.ofClinton,Ky. Ed will be covering
Western Ky.,and Northwest Tenn.

•

Ed,I am interested
Name
Phone

Address
[—Mix Mill System

nLiterature

C& SConstruction--CoiDistributors of Mix Mill Equipment
-Clinton,Ky.
502-653-4102

3,000 sq. ft. Butler Farmsted® Building

ONLY $5,571"'
f.o.b. Factory

Homeowner's Beware..'.
Pipes Do Freeze!

Scoufthe America others pass by.

ik

your International Harvester Dealer.

By Barletta Wrather,
Home Ec. Agent

horizontal ones you can do this
also — but it is more difficult
Water pipes freeze and burst because they're usually close to
every winter. But don't let this the ground.
happen to you. Weatherize your If your pipes freeze — open
house now! You can insulate faucets wide. This gives exyour pipes for permanent pansion room to the frozen
protection, according to a water and it may keep the pipes
University of Kentucky Ex- from freezing. If your're going
tension housing specialist. You to be away from home, turn off
can use insulation taping or the water line to the house so
tubing made especially for you don't have a flood when the
water pipes. You can even wrap pipes thaw. If your house has a
them in faE1f - old drafty cellar or crawl space, thenewspaper, tying t7* ends shut, sudden drop in temperature
if need be — then cover the could cause freezing when you
might not expect it. If you cut
newspapers with plastic.
down on the draft, you can save
Or — you can wrap them in a lot of problems — and energy.
batt insulation . . . just tie the
The longer the extra-cold
insulation around the pipes
weather lasts the more likely it
Or — you can wrap your pipes is that your frozen pipes will
with special plug-in electrical burst. So, if the weather report
heat tapes. These are ther- is "for more of the same", you'd
mostatically controlled and can better start thawing your pipes.
be turned on in very cold Wrape the pipes with rags and
weather. They work beautifully -pour-hot-water over the rags
as long as the electricity isn't and be sure the faucet is open so
cut off for long periods of time. steam can escape. Start with
For upright pipes in cellar or the faucet and work back, or
crawl spaces, you can circle pressure build-up could cause
pipes with overlapping tarpaper an explosion in the pipes. If you
tubes about six inches in have to call a plumber, he will
diameter and tie tubes closed probably thaw the pipes with a
with a string. If your pipes are special heat coil or torch.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
CORN *SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors of

"Buy ofthe Year"Includes Antique Gold
Paneling,20'x 13'Door,Six Lite* Penis
Special discount prices on this end other Butler Formstod buildings will save you money As your
Butler Agri-Builder, we will erect the F-armsted for
you, efficiently and economically Or you con build
It yourself ond save erection costs
This special price intludes color paneling, a huge
20 x 13' double slide door, and six floor-la-ceiling

Lite•Ponfs to let in plenty of natural daylight
When adopted to groin storage, the 40' x 75' holds
18,000 bushels
All-metal. clear-span Farms teds are fire-save
and expandable Attractive.
vastly insulated
functional buildim: at reasonable prices

Hillman Coles
.1•16

FREE*
*This super warm
vest is yours
free with
qualifying
purchase.

Genuine Lee Vest.
1000/ cotton denim.
Thick Sherpa-pile,
fleece lining"

Constructron

S

104,440On top of everything else... Agri-Gifts

1,P1PiffiteS

liOrlICAFF:1,411VAIICA#7:::Air

Feed Mill
. Rhodes
Cuba, Ky.
•

Don Boaz, Owner

AGRI-BUILDER

Ph. 502-753-3897

SUPERSWEET DAIRY FEEDS
SUPERSWEET BEEF FEEDS

reports Chicago Board
Direct teletype continually Soybeans and Wheat
Cont,
of Trade and prices of

Railroad Are. Murray, Ky. 753-3404

Murray, Ky.

Bobby Meador, Mgr.

1

753-1372

301 So. 4th

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

•

Taylor Motors Inc.

Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Boyers of

Hwy

*

(laiialiooDs

Phone 382-2185 or 753-4001

Ind
am.
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AltilfiREitiEliViLFORECAST
Wintering Beef
Cows Important
me sign
ot your nest
Tractor
Bun
American Mode

Barbed
Wire
Heavy duty
$221L

Murray Ford
Hwy.94 Tractor 153-9482

F1

By Ted Howard, Ag. Agent

Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wilson of Murray
Route Three, has been selected as FFA Member of the
Month for October for the
Calloway County Chapter.
Wilson was selected as result
of placing second in the FFA
Beef Carcass Show and Sale
on October 7. He was also the
state winner in the Governor's
Soil Conservation Contest last
month and will attend a
banquet in Louisville to
receive his award from Gov.
Julian Carroll. Wilson will be
attending the National FFA
convention November 11-14
as a member of the National
Courtesy Corp. He is a senior
and is local president of the
FFA Chapter and Regional FFA
vice-president.

,(1

Economical
power for jobs
big and small
Mork of the IN 1085 es the biggest of am sail hectors. Or the
unellest of the hip tractors. Otter way, lure's • stroug-shersiderod
loseerty will SO hp to help ye, work ft. Ws a 'lust rIgke tractor for
way uses freer ferastead chows to Mem taws leis. A big 3111 as. I.
Perkin anal mons the INS right through the tough spots. Dail spend
$40/1,11101/ roar PTO hoodies erry PTO air.
The ISO is big in rearfert awl CORVINAMICII featured, Is.. Too MI the
saidlo-type feel teak stomas, se the gressui. earl sees pee fa the 4SOise teak, get sot to wort boors Wager thas youi'd expect. That's
beams* the 10eS.size..let of were out of each gam of fuel Try
1055 with the ortre-courfortais mew MI ese. Get the latest I 3-peat
hitch .A11111•16•Cil with the optimal Category II Rapid Coopier. MIA optional Power Moo
pow Mos ON w,r11 si.itHig-reer
irlte•I swiss:1k ions IF lots Is the
ellarsiind siskeln•sow
firm Wyche. Ask your lithleslor Aso kers&

Stokes Tractor
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

753-1319

Glen Murray, center, US. Soil Conservation Service,
working with John Clendenon, left, and Felix Perrin, right, on
conservation planning.

Conservationist Visit
In Murray Recently
One of our main concerns is
to maintain the quality of
Kentucky's natural resource
base," Glen E. Murray, Kentucky State Conservationist, U.
S. Soil Conservation Service
(SCS), said recently. Murray
was in west Kentucky directing
training for conservationists
assigned to 13 western counties.
"We are trying to assist our
conservationists to do an effective job of helping land users
plan and apply conservation
practices in his assigned area.
Murray continued.
The purpose of the training
sessions was to bring field
personnel up-to-date on new
techniques of managing soil and
water related resources for
present and future use on a
sustained basis. The SCS has a
staff of specialists in soils,
engineering, biology,
agronomy, and forestry,
located at area and state offices. The staff assisted with the
two-day field training session on
a 546-acre farm near Fancy
Farm in Graves County.
Pointing out the need for
extra efforts with fewer personnel assigned to conservation
districts and the increased
empbasis on,grain production
throughout Kentucky, Murray
cautioned the conservationists
to strive for excellence in
quality planning.
Soils data prepared for individual tracts of land is
developed and used by SCS to
assist land users plan and
conservation
implement
practices as rapidly as their
resources will permit. The
people, units of government, or
groups may be using the land
housing,
farming,
for
recreation, transportation,
public facilities, or other uses.
The training was aimed at
better assistance to farmers.
The training was conducted
on the land with conservationists assigned to different teams. They developed
conservation plans and submitted them for evaluation and
critique from other teams as
well as staff specialists. Murray
pointed out that land users may

have different objectives and
many factors enter into land use
decisions. SCS presents land
users and owners with alternative uses and treatments that
hopefully are best for him and
the country. "Many times there
are refinements in the present
operation that will quickly and
inexpensively slow down the
rate of deterioration. We want
our people to recognize the
management adjustments that
will bring results quickly and
can be applied to protect the
resource base and improve the
standard of living," Murray
stated.
Many western Kentucky
landowners and operators have
shifted from pasture and
hayland to soybeans and corn.
"With much of our area grain
production on sloping land, we
are facing an increased erosion
hazard. Some of the fields are
losing as much as 49 torts of soil
per acre each year. This soil
causes sediment damage and
,pollution of our streams and
lakes. We hope to have our
conservationists prepared to
assist with complete water
disposal systems and cropping
systems that will reduce this
soil loss to a safe rate," William
C. Lowry, Director of SCS
operations in west Kentucky
stated.
Attending the conference
from the Murray field office
were Felix C. Perrin and John
R. Clendenon. "We are
prepared to assist Calloway
County Conservation District
cooperators with conservation
plans and application of
practices. Our office is located
208 Maple Street," Felix C.
Perrin District Conservationist
stated.
The Calloway County Conservation District has 1035
cooperators. Of this number,
792 have developed complete
conseevation plans.
Warren C. Holt, District
Conservationist at Mayfield,
coordinated the training
exercise. John D. Simrell,
owner of the farm, presented
his goals and objectives for the
operation.

Wintering the cow herd is
considered to be the most expensive phase of the feeder calf
production system. This is true
because of the high cost of
maintaining the beef herd.
Research has indicated the
farmers have recognized that
the most practical way to limit
wintering expense is to feed
cows only what they need.
The first cut of the feed bW
should come when springcalving cows are sorted from
fall-calving cows. The dry cow
requires only approximately 60
per cent of the energy and
protein of a nursing cow of
comparable size.
To further refine the
requirements for wintering the
cow herd, consideration must
be given to size and milking
ability. A study at Oklahoma
State University currently in its
sixth year demonstrates that
larger dairy beef or dairy cows
with greater milk producing
capabilities than beef cows
wean larger calves - but at the
expense of lower conception
rates and itinger calving intervals.
An earlier study in Oklahoma
that spanned the life time of a
group of Hereford cows
produced evidence that spring
calving beef cows could lose
approximately 15 per cent of
their fall weight without
detrimentally affecting
production. The current study
confirms this earlier observation.
But with the dairy or dairy x
beef cows the situation was
different. Differences in
weaning weights of calves from
groups fed at various levels
were small but the most important factor was that
performance
reproductive
jconception rates and days
open) was affected by supplemental feed intake. In fact,
the moderate level of feed that
appeared adequate for the beef
cows was dropped in the earlier
years of the experiment for the
dairy cows due to its failure to
support reproduction. So, dairybeef crosses to need special
attention (more feed).
Wintering an open cow is an
expensive practice. Research
from the University of Tennessee indicated than an on the
average only 71 out of 100 open
cows weaned a calf the year
after first missing a calf while
83 out of 100 heifers weaned
calves. Even though the heifers'
calves were lighter, the
resulting pounds produced per
heifer wintered was the same as

the pounds per open cow wintered the following year. The
amount of feed to maintain the
open cow was essentially the
same as that required to
develop the heifer. Therefore,
the researchers concluded that
the final decision should be
made on the dollar value of the
animal to be sold, i.e., the heavy
cow or the light replacement
heifer. Over the eleven year
period ( 1962-72) which the study
included, cows were valued at
$166.09 per head and heifers
8111.63 for a difference of $54.46
for selling the cow rather than
the replacement heifer. Their
conclusion: When a cow is open,
replace her with a heifer as long
as she will sell for more dollars
than the heifer calf.
So for efficient wintering,
sort, cull, evaluate and feed
properly. In order to help you do
this, University of Kentucky,
College of Agriculture Extension
Specialist
have
prepared a couple of work
sheets. Sheet I is a cattle inventory along with estimates of
the feed needs of the various
classes of cattle.
Sheet II is a work sheet for
developing a forage inventory.
The sheet is designed to emphasize the variation a
producer might encounter in the
usable weight of various hay
packages.
By comparing the "bottom
lines" of both sheets I and II a
producer should develop a
reasonable estimate as to
whether feed needs to be purchased or cattle sold. These
inventory and planning forms
are available at County Extension Agents Office.

CALENDAR OF
AGRICULTURAL
MEETINGS
Monday, November 17, 1975
Young Adult Farmer
Class, Murray Vocational
Center, 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday,November 18, 1975
Kirksey Adult Farmer
Class, Murray Vocational
Canter, 7:00 p. m.

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER
If I Die Before Retirement,

Does My Estate Pay Taxes
If your death occurs before your
IRA account is returned to you, your
account must be included in your
gross estate for Federal estate tax
purposes. No special estate or gift
tax treatment is available for
amounts in an IRA.

Can My Employer
Contribute To My IRA?
If you are not a participant in a
retirement plan sponsored by your
employer, he may contribute to an
IRA on your behalf. Although you
must report the amount contributed
for you as income, you may then
deduct the contribution from your
gross income.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

THE CO-OP STOREI
Farmer owned-farmer controlled

'Co-Op
FEED
Products
SEED
Insure
FERTILIZER
Quality' FARM SUPPLIES

Calloway COnnty
Soil Improvement Assoc.Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-2924

Lease A New 76 El Camino

e o your PCA man.

New From

You don't haveli lot of extra time to spend In
town. So your Production Credit man makes
your feedlot, pasture. orchard or cornfield his
office. And these on farm contacts help keep
him up-to-the-minute on local conditions.This
puts him In a better position to understand
your money needs ills sole purpose Is to provide you with farm credit services. And he
doesn't mind a little mud on his shoes or dust
on his dashboard inird man to find? Not at all.
He may be passing vour place now.

j(ettastee

est.

)ile,
$169
00 per month for 24 months
Tax & Tags included,30,000 miles limit
2t per mile over 30,000 miles.

grqui._
W1
t • 44,
24.1

!I.
fl
ollra Or'

Applicant must have satisfactory Credit
pRequired-Certified Insurance
v-Suitable Usage.

INN

Equipment: 350 V-8 Engine,tinted glass, air,sport mirrors, turbo hydramatic transmission
tilt wheel, white wall tires, radio, power steering & brakes. Lists for
$5,612.80.
Jan Dalton

See at...

Jerry Boyd

MURRAY OFFICE
305 NORTH 4th STREET

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
e 753-3062

Hugh Wright

J. H.Ilazdiman Nix

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE 753-5602

503 Walnut
4

Ad*

4

641 So.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

117.,

753-2617
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Presidential Candidates To Be At Louisville Demo Convention
—
- - forum, the sponsor of the conAttending the meeting, along vention.
vACO party leaders,"will be INF— "The people will be-file-10
Weal pollsters, special-interest challenge the candidates, and
group representatives, staff the candidates will be able to
members from several foreign respond face-to-face," he said.
embassies, secret service men
Candidates will appear at foprotecting many of the presi- rurns to answer questions from
dential candidates, and anyone panels on topics such as "Enerwho has the registration fee.
gy and Growth," "Post-Viet"A meeting of this kind has nam Foreign Policy" and "Law
never been held before," said and Justice."
Keith Haller, director of the
When panel experts finish
Washington-based Democratic their questioning, queries on
any topic will be taken from
convention floor. About an
the
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Saturday 5 Puzzle
hour of open questioning of the
3 Conjunction
ACROSS
Ulf47.:14
4 Passageway
1 Harvest
Li'Autp WOOd
5 Essence
goddess
6
Aromatic
rojffiEfla 2.1200MO
4 Cooled lava
herb
WMAZ BEIIP amo
6 Hesitation
7 Conjunction
RUM ilEMO MIJSM
I Gain
8
A
slate
13 Shrewd
lii
rJUMWO
9 More car
15 Preposition
MEEI
16 Showy
MUM 'ASS& VP
10 Greek letter
flower
12 Note of
OLWA WOW
18 Sea in Asia
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candidates *ill be. 4i-wed at
each forum.
The convention host, Luisvine Mayor Harvey Sloane, has
promised that each candidate
will be asked his position on
court-ordered busing for school
desegregation.
And an anti-busing march
sponsored by Union Labor
Against Busing is scheduled to
move within a block of the convention site, Louisville Gardens, during Saturday's session.

Candidates attending, according to their headquarters staff

Reading Association Holds
Conference At Murray State
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Noting that he hopes to be the
Dr. Seuss of children's reading
books, Granowsky, who is also a
consultant for the D. C. Heath
Publishing Company, said he
planned to become a novelist
before he decided to write
reading books in real life
language for children.
"Above all else, I believe in
being honest with my young
readers as a novelist would,"
Granowsky added. "However,
sometimes honesty becomes
painful—but children must
learn what real life and death

is.
Pointing out that it can also be
fun to be real and honest, he
continued that children need
honest models to which to
relate, not merely someone who
is always telling them what is
right and what is wrong.
"No author ever wrote a story
to bore a child," Granowsky
observed. "Therefore, I urge
teachers to relate or to teach the
stories in such a manner that
will cause lights to come to the
eyes of the children."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Although there are predictions
of natural gas shortages this
winter, homeowners buying
firewood in the Louisville area
are buying it simply for aesthetic reasons,firewood dealers
said Sunday.
"Most of the people I sell
wood to just want it for the atmosphere more than anything
else," firewood salesman Joe
Taylor said.
Hugh Martin, who was "just
clearing a lot off that I
bought," said the people he
sold firewood to "never mentioned" fears of a natural gas
shortage.
"I could sell twice as much
as I've got if I had it," said
Morris Denton of his firewood
business this season. "I think
most of them are buying wood
for aesthetic reasons," Denton
added.
"People just like to have a
warm fire—it's the atmosphere
rather than the heat and economy factor," Denton said.
Firewood is cheaper this year
than it was last winter when
the average price of a rick of
wood was $26. Several dealers
are offering a rick of wood for
$15 this year, although the average price of a rick would be

slightly higher than that. ( A
rick of wood is eight feet long
and four feet high and as wide
as the widest piece of wood in
the pile).
Hickory has the highest heat
value rating of the firewood
being sold and Denton said
Hickory is his best seller along
with "Elm, Locust and Cherry.
"Customers are more worried about the wood being seasoned than what kind it is,"
Denton added.
"I have an abundance of
white Oak and red Oak from
some timber I had cut," Taylor
said, "and since that's my
Source, I sell it mostly and I
personally prefer Oak and
Hickory because they burn
longest and give the most
heat."
A manufacturer of metal fireplaces offers a chart which
serves as an aid in the evaluation of wood with Hickory
given a heat value of 100 by
which to measure other species
of wood. The starting ease and
heat value of the various speSpecies
listed:
cies are
Value
Start-Ease Heat
Poor 83-84
Apple
Fair 81-82
Ash
Poor 89-91
Beech
79-86
Birch (white) Good
Poor 70-71
Cherry
Fair 71-80
Elm
Good 57
Hemlock
Fair 100
Hickory
Poor 95-98
Locust (black)
Poor 67-73
Maple (sugar)
Poor 86-99
Oak (red)
Excellent 50
Pine I white)
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NEW ICIRBY VACUUMS
sold by dealers from other
cities will not be serviced
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.
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5. Lost And Found
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WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
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753-3582
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A course designed to assist
secretaries in improving their
Pre-Christmas
skills and in updating their
knowledge of current office
Sale
techniques will be offered at
lt It
pattli rrl,
itti
'Murray State University on
(hina ( r% al Pony
Monday evenings during the
mu
spring semester.
Big Reduction
A program in observance of
Entitled BSO 280, Survey of
Guidance
National
Career
Secretarial Skills, the course
carries three semester hours of Week Nov. 16-21 has been
'
credit and will meet from 6 to 9 planned at Murray State
University for the evening of
p. m. each Monday.
X.AAAAO.W.W.
Phyllis Whitney,an instructor Thursday, Nov. 20.
To begin at 6:30 p. m. on the
of business education who will
teach the class, said it is being sixth floor of the Education
•
offered in response to requests Building, the program is
--4f
You
awareness
increase
made by a number of designed to
of both career education and
Need
secretaries in the area.
—
Designed especially foi ----tamer guidance in the local
753-1441
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753-1621
Police
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Emergency..
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Department
the
Counseling
and
postal regulations, letter
753-5131
writing techniques, and elec- of Instruction and Learning at
Humane Society 753-4307
and
the
Murray
Western
State
tronic calculator experience.
Comprehensive CjF..
Anyone who wishes to enroll Kentucky Personnel and
753-6622
Association
Guidance
(
WKfor the course may pre-register
753-7588
program
Poison
PGA),
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Control
as
the
its
from 8 a. m. to noon on SaturSenior Citizens 753-0929
day, Dec. 6, or Saturday, Dec. theme "Experience the Future:
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the
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learn to Read. 753-2288
president
ArKPGA
Holcomb,
Waterfield Student Union
Building or may follow the and an associate professor in
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Department of Professional
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Committee and
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Additional information about
The Ledger
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& Times
Education
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•
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a
presentation
Georgia,"
762-4185 at Murray State.
Mrs. ROSS Henderson, head of
career education in Kentucky,
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PHONE NUMBERS
15 partictpating school districts.
FOR THf
Describing the displays as
LEDGER
& TIMES
"an informal flea market apHolcomb
proach,"
DEPARTMENTS
said
vocational,elementary, middle,
ARE AS FOlLOWS
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, Dr. and high schools and special
William Ryan, Dr. William education and college programs
News, Society and
Presson, Wayne Williams, Dr. will be represented in the exSports
75319I8
Ken Dean, Dr. Bob Malone, Dr. change of ideas about programs
Display ad•
Sal Matarazzo, Dr. Jerome and materials.
viertfilng 753-1919.
Hainsworth, Dr. Janis Hooks,
He emphasized that the
Classified
Display,
and Mrs. Jo Lovett from the program is appropriate for all
Murray State University school levels of education and that
Classified. Circulatiosystem, attended a seminar at anyone interested is invited to
n and the Business
Gilbertsville last week.
Office
moy
attend
be
The seminar, sponsored by
reached on 753-1916
Project UPDATE, ESEA Title
and 753-1917
III, was designed to help
teachers and school administrators develop team
sae—
building skills and improve
American patriots didn't
ADVERTISING
their professional performance.
want Indians to fight in the
DEADLINES
Project UPDATE,a federally
Revolution.
All display ads,
funded program through the
"This is a family quarrel
1p2
classified displays and
Elementary and Secondary
between us and Old Engregular
display, must be
Education Act, works with 25
land," said the Continental
submitted by 12 noon,
school districts in Western
Congress in a July, 1775, adthe
day
before
in
Kentucky
innovative
dress to the six Confederate
publication.
programs designed to meet
Nations ''We don't wish you
All reader classifieds
local school district needs.
to take up the hatchet against
ust be submitted .hy 4,
.Over_250 educators attended_ thej(ing's Troops. We desire ._
. m. the day before
yeff to remain at home and
the meeting coordinated by
publication. '
not join either side, but keep
Juanita Jones and Melba Casey,
the hatchet deep"
UPDATE staff.

Patriots didn't want
Indians to battle
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Fred Harris, former senator
from Oklahoma, said the two
have conflicting speaking appearances and will not attend.
Haller said one highlight of
the meeting will be a speech
Sunday by Sen. George
McGovern, 1)-S.D., the unsuccessful Democratic presidential
candidate in 1972, who is expected to talk about how the
1976
nominee
Democratic
should campaign.

Firewood Buyers Not
Afraid Of Gas Shortage

Secretarial
Course To Be
Offered, MSU

ok
i

membert, will be Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen, D-Texas, former
North Carolina Gov. Terry Sanford; Sen. Henry Jackson, 1)Wash.; Sargent Shriver,former
ambassador to France, former
Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter;
Sen Birch Bayh, D-Ind.; Rep.
Morris Udall, 1)-Aria., and
Pennsylvania
Gov.
Milton
Shapp.
Campaign staff aides for Alabama Gov. George Wallace and

t

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Eight of the 10 announced 1976
-.-- _Democratic presidential candidates are among party leaders
planning appearances at the
National Democratic Issues
Convention Friday through Sunday in Louisville.
As many as 1,500 delegates
from around the country have
sent in their $20 registration
fees, and Jefferson County and
state Democratic organizations
have sent invitations to 500
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FOUND YOUNG adult
male German Shepherd,
brown
black
with
markings. Found on
Clark Street by Hales
Trailer Court. Owner.
Call 753-4783.
LOST GREY Poodle with
black ears. Name is Bud.
Offering reward, $25.00.
Do not call after 9 p. m.
Call 474-2322.

CLEM
safe-s
with
elects
K, E
Cente

6 Help Wanted
AVERAGE WAREHOUSE
work: involves prepacking product; full or
part time. Apply in person
at 310 Main; Hawaiian
Tropics; Don Faughn
Ent; Inc.

TWEN'
$20.00
753-29
Sales
Road.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.

FIREP
also d
14. Co
6069.

NEED SOMEONE TO stay
days, about 6 hours with
elderly lady. Very little
work. Call 753-4716.

ALCI
Alum
Call'

EXPERIENCED SERVICE station mechanic.
Must give references.
Apply in person only.
Hudson Texaco, 15th and
Main.

REFR
cellen
8115.

3 PIE
suite,
& bed
trip
old
Hube
ShoP,

BOOKKEEPER and Sales
Clerk, hours 8 to 4:30, 5
days, 8 to 12 Saturday.
For South Graves County
Feed Mill. Call 753-4001
after 7 p. m.
MATURE LADY to keep
baby in my home. Must
have own transportation.
Phone 753-0542.
•

ELE(
and
Mon
day
4

The Specialty Shop
is accepting applications for PartTime Employment.

1954 M
ce
474-Z

No Phone Calls Please
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 7534550.
MATURE WOMAN for
general office and phone
work. Experience not
necessary. Call 753-2428.

S. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.
12.

Insurance

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save('4Fa
Kee 753 OM

14. Want
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To Buy

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will -buy'standb
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

PAM 11 TIN 1114111tRAT, Ky., LOGIN & Tl.Nietaisy, tiovasibar 17, 1973

Rower

Open
least 94
282
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Ikons

!4 Yo I
WURLITZER SPINET
piano, nice. Excellent
condition. $400.00. Wicker
twin headboard,$20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames,$20 each. Call 4374153.
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
and Ho Scale. Sales and
service. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570 after 5 p.m.
F

ild-Sihrtir and

S station

6th Street
40.

VACUUMS
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be serviced
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)NE TO stay
6 hours with
Very little
l3-4716.

;ED SERn mechanic.
references.
5erson only.
1CO, 15th and

Ut and Sales
; 8 to 4:30, 5
12 Saturday.
raves County
Call 753-4001

KEROSENE stove. Call
after 5, 437-4669.
GAS STOVE. $75.00. Call
after 4, 753-6786.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
123.88. Pace model 144,
sale
price
144.95.
Fireplace enclosures with
glass doors; antique
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
CLEAN CARPETS the
safe-save and safe way
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
TWENTY BLUE Spruce.
$20.00 picking choice. Call
753-2900. Tucker T. V.
Sales, 1914 Coldwater
Road.

ialty Shop
pting
for Portloyment.
3alLs Please

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Avoid Costly
None tiepins

TWO BEDROOM apartment, all carpet, rlicrmal,
dishwasher,
range,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Call 753-7550.

Kelley's

Termite &
Pest Control

Phone 753-3914

FURNISHED
APARTMENT One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 7536609.

Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish Shrubs

33 Rooms For Rent

100 S. 13th St.

_

24. Miscellaneous

SLEEPING ROOM for
rent. Electric heat,
private entrance.
Refrigerator. Zimmerman Apts. South 16th
Street. Call 753-6609.

34. Houses For Rent

111' lie AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530670.

27. Mobile Home Sales

38. Pets - Supplies

39 Poultry

FARMEQUIPMENT, lots
of odds and ends and
antiques. Call 474-8805.
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
474-M21.

20 Sports Equipment

OMAN for
and phone
rience not
all 753-2428.

NORTHWII3TERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

LT portable
Wigs, green
houses and
s. Hick's
iad. Call 753-

MANOR
MURRAY
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished, except stove
and refrigerator, water
bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 7538668.

ELECTROLUX SALES WE BUY used mobile
Toy
and service. Call Tony
homes. Top prices paid. TWO AKC registered
Poodles. Also 8 com753-6760, Saddle and Spur Trailer
Montgomery,
Call 753Sales, Paducah. Call 442- partment cage.
day or night.
9349.
1918 or 443-8226.

MEONE to
5 Products.

uildings

32. Apartments For Rent

THREE BEDROOM house
with 2 bathrooms and
TWO STORY oak log barn.
den, central heat and air
Excellent condition. Call
condition, garbage
FIREPLACE FUTURES,
753-0370.
disposal and dishwasher.
also dresses, sizes 11 and
Carpeted throughout. Call
14. Coats size 14. Qall 753- roll !ALE %Nies% 7530226 after 5 except
6069.
*oodburning firep1aces4
Saturday and Sunday,
Aluminum Service Co.
SIDING,
ALCOA
Call 492-8647.
HOUSE FOR rent at Almo
Aluminum Service Co.
Kentucky. Call 753-3976 or
Call 4924647.
1971 44 TON Ford tran- 753-1973.
smission, radiator, 390
ib Hume f urnishings
intake and ciuturator. 37 Livestock Supplies
1970 Ford Torino body for
REFRIGERATOR, exparts. One Chippendale REGIST'ERED POLLED
753Call
condition.
cellent
chair, lion head, back Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
8115.
claw feet. Call 753-4716. no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-2473 PIECE OAK bedroom
25 TV q?d
5487. Rex Robinaon.
suite, wash stand, dresser
& bed Aladdin lamp parts,
CB, squelch GENTLE RACKING mare.
tri pot, shays & etc. and 23 CHANNEL
crystals
all
control,
Call 753-1456.
old telephone pets.
chided. External PA jack.
Hubert Coles Antique
Phone 7534753.
Pui, LEEN PIGS for sale.
Shop, 492-8714.
About 40 lbs. Call 436-5622.

7. Vacuum C'eaners
DY to keep
home. Must
5nsportation.
42.

PIANO TUNING, repair NEW
CARPET,
3
and rebuilding, pratnat bedroom, bath and half,
service. &Wilt pianos partially furnished,
for sale. Ben Dyer 753- washer, air cond. gas
8911.
heat. Ready for occupancy. 1 mile South of
Hazel Hwy. 641 call 901BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase 247-3946.
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from 31 Want To Rent
Post ,Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Ars° The IF YOU ARE vacating a
furnished one or two
Antque Mall, 4th &
in
house
bedroom
Sycamore, Murray,
December, please call
Kentucky.
Gail, 8-4:30 at 762,3826, or
after 5 at 753-9767.

23. Exterminating

17' BASS BOAT, trailer
motor guide, 70 h. p.
Johnson all or part, $1790.
16' Sailboat fiberglass, 2
sails, $1300. 46" Bear
hunting bow, excellent
condition, arrows and
accessories. Best offer.
Call 436-2135.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753=6 after 4.

maul a mint

OGS wanted,
walnut, ash
rrY• Highest
!or logs 14" in
and
up.
• Benton,
Ky.JYSfkndb
s. can J. H.
O.

Four Seasons Nursery
r Hwy.
Ahno Heights
I

ill

641 N. in

Nice sandiest.,of FALL MI6 it.swain.
DWARF FRUIT 71143 NOW ON SALE - Apple, Pooch,
Peer, Plum, Cherry
,pie poterod-akir wrnm of 11•111 pilmilopeweet mean typos

I

of overariams

Low

Supplies

121 76 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, FAT DUCKS for sale.
central heat and air, Ready for Thanksgiving.
throughout, Also guineas. Call 436carpeted
refrigerator and stove, 2405.
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 7534616. TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, full porch, private
yard, nice. $70.00 per
2
RICHARDSON,
12 x 60
bedrooms, 2 baths, month. Call 753-8216 after
completely furnished, 5.
custom draperies, central 43 Real Estate
air and heat, washer and
dryer, garbage disposal, ROBERTS REALTY
underpinned, patio,
located on South 12th at
located on perfect lot at
Sycamore has five
Fox Meadows. Excellent
licensed and bonded sales
condition, $5,500. Call 753personnel to serve you
8807; after 3:00 753-9765.
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
12 i52, 2 Bedroom, mos le
like to UM REAL
bone, gas heat, $95.00 per
ESTATE.
month. Call 436-5337 or
753-4481 after 5 p. m.
12 x 65 'THREE bedroom
furnished. Washer and
dishwasher,
dryer,
western decor. Appointments only. Call
after 5, 767-2352.

Free Landscape Estimates
Now Is The Thne To Plant

50

Hnme RPntals

51 Services Offered

C3m.:,=•,

22 FT. FULLY self- ELECTRICAL
WIRING
contained travel
home and industrial, air
1972 model. Sacrifice conditioning, and
82,750 at Fox Meadows refrigeration, plumbing
South 16th Street. Call 753- and heating. Call 4748841
E55.
or 753-7203.

CUSTOM MID
LAMBS
Cow Yea

leas Cards

, LAKELAND CON:
work in vacinity of Mt
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Roes, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.

crtuRnow. swum.

la al
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star, AWNING,
CARPORTS,
Fold down, unique, Good patio
covers and en=PERM:NC= PAINused trailers,'A mile east closures.
TY:R will do interior or
of 88 and 641 intersection. Service Co. Aluminum
Call 492-8647,
exterior work by the hour
raffenville, Ky. Phone
or job. 7534343.
527-7107.
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice of
WILL REFINISH your
51 Services Offered
102 N.
color and materials. C11
refrigerator, choice of
11441B CONSTRUCTION 753-1873.
color. Pick up and
Co.,landscaping, backhoe
deliver. Satisfaction
work, general hauling, WE WANT TO MAKE wet GENERAL BACKHOE guaranteed. Call 753-8362,
work. Gravel and top soil. 7534588 or 7534866.
bush bogging, Call 436- basements dry. No
5JU4T 6NIE ME -THE A5P1R194 LOC-I Al-grArlY
or
digging
pumping.
436-5896 or 4354306.
Call
2540.
HAM -THE 111.11211..E HEART."
Beaver water control
14 F •P
.
succeeds where others SEE THE Great Energy
LICENSED
ELECCarpenter
Saver at Roy's
fail. Guaranteed. Check
THREE MALE CATS, and
TRICIAN - Prompt ef43 Real Estate
Shop. South 4th Street
our
with
methods
4 kittens. Call 75348E.
ficient service. No job toc
satisfied customers. For
small. Call Ernest White
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS 1973 HONDA 750 priced to
free estimates contact IURBY Vacuum Sales and SIX MONTH OLD black
753-0605.
within view of Highway sell. Call 7534330
female part Labrador
Morgan Construction Co., Service, 500 Maple Street
New
641. Estate of Alfred
and
rebuilt
needs a good home in
Box
2,
Route
502-442-7026,
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Keys. Phone 7534162.
country. Cali after 4 p. m.
490-A, Paducah, Ky. vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Plumbing and Electric.
Hour answering service.
753-5014.
42001.
No jobs too small. Call
1923 YAMAHA Da 154,
CUSTOM HOMES built on
excellent running con- 436-5642 early morning or
your lot, not pre-fab, no
dition. Call 7534168 or 436- late afternoon.
down payment financing,
5370.
Shell or completely
HAVING TROUBLE
finished. Call 489-2726.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX. getting those small
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
plumbing jobs done'
FOR LISTING and selling
p.m.
Then call 7534614.
-iwa....
Immediate opening for a Masters Level Psychologist or Social
your property, see Boydprovide outtntal health services primarily to
to
Nurse,
Registered
Majors Real Estate, 105 49. Used Cars & Trucks
CONTACT SHOLAR
alcohol and drug abusers at the PadMcCracken County Mental Health CenNorth 12th, 7534080 or call
Brothers for all your
ter. Interest and some experience essential.
any of our salespeople:
EXCELLENT 1966 Opal bulldozing, backhoe work,
Barbara Erwin 753-4136;
and 1972 self-contained or trucking needs. Phone
Reuben Moody 753-9036;
fiberglass camper. Buy Aurora, 3544138 or 354B. B. Hook 753-2387;
separately or together. 8161 after 7 p.m.
Registered Nurse to work with the Partial Hospitalization Program at the
Audra Moody 753-9036;
753-1566.
Paducah-McCracken County Mental Health Center. A responsible and challenging
Pat Mobley 753-8958:
CARPET CLEANING,
position providing mental health services. Psychiatric nursing or related exHomer Miller 753-7519.
1958 T-Bird, one owner experienced, very
perience important. B.S. degree preferred.
Montana car. No rust. reasonable rates,
VERY NICE brick home
New tires. All way above
references, free
Drive
average.
with 2 bay clean-up shop
estimates. Quick drying.
close in to Murray. Home
anywhere. Priced to sell. Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
has 3 bedrooms, carpeted,
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
built-ins including
4924165.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
refrigerator, in top
Sears seamless gutters
condition. Shop has 2 10' 1970 T-BIRD, full power Installed
your
per
and air. AM stereo and specifications. Call Larry
overhead doors, well
Call
tape. New ralgaLs
insulated, steel conLyles at 753-2310 for free
struction, set up to use.
753-8161.
•
estimates.
Call Moffitt Realty Co.,
me South 12th Street, 753- 1963 BUICK„Electra.
3591.Excellent condition. Call
ID'
753-2653.
Foe Sale or
1973 PINTO, 4 speed, extra
Trade By Ottirozor
nice, yellow with black
bath,
2
bedroom,
3 or 4
stripes. Vinyl roof, Radial
split level, on approx.
tires. $1,850. Call 753-3717.
This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
one acre lot. Fireplace,
the paper and save for handy reference
attached
carpet,
FOUR WHEEL drive, 1974
garage, all built-ins,
Chevy. P. S., a-c, and a. t.
double concrete drive,
Call 247-8476 after 5,
2000
approximately
Mayfield, K)
square feet one mile
price
from city limits,
195'7 CLASSIC Chevrolet
reduced
New Roofs-Reroofing-Repairs
Pala
753-1566
truck. Custom seats, good
753-1441
.7334621
firm.
condition. $325.00
FOR YOUR insurance, Call 753-4174.
Real Estate and Auction
Murray Hwy,Dexter,Ky.
Free Estimates
service, with experienced 11172 FORD GRAND Torino
_
personnel, contact PS-PB-AC, Am-Fm
Wilson's office at 202 stereo, tinted glassMurrayA a Ilium,
engine
South 4th Street, across automatic-302
ELECTRICAL WIRING
Impreveineat
from the post office or call 41750.00 753-2576.
RESIDENTIAL a
753-3263 anytime, day,
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
COMMERCIAL
night and holidays.
Remodeling,
Highest Prices Paid
cylinder, automatic, 1975
Installations &
Additions
Room
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
44 lots For Sale
Service
Cabinet Work
Iron, aluminum, copper,
cast, batteries, and
1975 DATSL'N B-216, radio
Hwy.641
CHOICE CORNER lot in
radiators
7000 mi., 39 mi.
air,
and
6 Miles South
Sherwood Forrest. 120' x
Call
sell.
Must
gal.
per
20o, $2500 phone 7534388,
Jerry McCoy,Owner
24 Hour Service
753-6878-1688
121 S.(Clarks River Bridge)
after 6 753-4910.
& Operator
Free Estimates
ANDERSON ELECTRIC
Murray,Ky.
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury,
46 Homes For Sale
..
Station Wagon, air, radio,
Spray
Mbomou's
THE QUALIFIED per- all power, 753-0683.
Hit hes en elegise we
sonnel at Gay Spam
Resta
Hanging
specialize ia its repair
Realty are waiting to talk 1971 PLYMOUTH FURY
Id mar Ism,bee nom iii a
to you regarding your real Grand
Coupe,
V-8
-1915
Iv roc- yoke Ink Owe in iniestate needs. Our time is automatic with air.
pm is% bin Ma telt akik
your time. Give us a call Power
brakes- and
Commercial, ResidenWOO Mk. ali•
or drop by the office at 901 steering. Sharp. Local
tial
ilL
ud
ma
I
"
Sycamore Street, 753- owner. $900.00. Also
Farm Building, rusty
7724.
roofs,
upright piano, excellent
Engine
Residences, cornReferences-Free Estimate
condition. Call 753-2753 or
mercial. Canvasing, Bill
OWNER. Three 753-2922.
BY
Fords
803 N. lath. Street
Hwy.04 East
Houghton, Rte.6, Box 68
bedroom brick, modern
Murray.
1
home on one acre lot, on 1969 DODGE DART GT.
Highway 299 between 318, automatic, also
T.V.
Windeester
0531
Stella and Kirksey. Im- Remington
5mm
SfIliCe If 07f R
am/ Service
mediate- possession. magnum with scope. Qin
Print*
Phone 489-2167.
Electric Sewer
753-4762.
0., a,,,, an.aa...a....

1-D TAG

Printing Services

MOM

ATTRACTIVE THREE HOUSE AND LOT, good 1971 OLDS 98, 4 door hard
location in growing
top. 44,300 actual miles.
bedroom house on large
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent Excellent condition,
wooded lot near Carter
water, new pump, new $2,000. Edgar Shirley, call
School. Newly decorated
all electric, 753-3006.
carpets,
inside and outside. Large
Route
$12,500.
furnished.
living room, dining room,
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky. 1071 VW BEETLE. Call
bath, kitchen and extra
753-6580.
Phone 489-2330.
large paneled den with
brick fireplace. Tappan
dishwasher, disposal and
electric range. Carpeting,
Dieting alone is no fun.
curtains and draperies
Monthly
Included.
Join Weight Watchers and let's
payments are lower than
do it
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only
together!
$18,000.00. Call John C.
4,
Char&
!hers;
elethedist
First
Neubauer, Real Estate,
Maple An.
753-0101-7531 or Robert
6:11 aL
Wheal Meader
Rodgers,
Associate
Is.an& $1?. .in,$3 weekly thereefin
Broker, 753-7116 for appointment

STAFF WANTED

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR

PSYCHIATRIC NURSE

CONTACT
William B. Dalton, Ph. D.
Paducah Mental Health Center
P.O. Box 1502
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Phone 442-7121

Dial-A-Service

OS
••

00
Oil

i(

•
••

..•

D.C. Roofing

Fire

4374496

(:Oulimarli

Metal

502-492-8837

4744841
753-7203

753-7414
436-5840

Painting
382-2299
153

Paper

Painting

753-9437
753-0961anr
East Side Small
7534703

Tremon
Farmington, Rte.

Sales

Plumbing
Cleaning

• ROMS•WALLS• WWWITINSI
•STATIC-Pt0OWNO•SAMTID14/3

owlc.a..,I

436-2490

(502) 335-3506

Service Master of
Western Kentucky
a

,

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Near Wrecker Service

'
753-3134
751-3303
753-6177'

Ogee Fereitere
T.V.&
Applinems

,

floors-walls
Concrete
removed or replaced,
driveways poured . and
finished. Experienced
finishers. Sandblasting in
the near future.

6

Company
753-9290

901-642-5209

&

-

753-5397

-a

Jackhammer
Work Does

Quality Service

While You Wait
duplicating

102S.4th St.
Murray, Ky.

So. 12th Street
Murray,Ky

Carrier

Commercial, residential,
Industrial
Refrigeration
1301 Chestnut Murray,Ky. We Service All Brands!!!

i

Chooser

Dewy W. Lamm k.
Professional Cleaning

Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell

stmt., Inc.

753-3037

•DAISY SERVICES•CAIWITS

Earl Staakey,
Paris, Tennessee

Free
Termite luspectiee
Flies,Readies,
Silver Milk Minim

Koko Ton* t Pelt
UMW
100S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914
4
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Pressure Building For Aid To New York
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Mrs. Dodd's Father, Funeral Tuesday At Mrs. Rumbley Dies;
Rites Held Sunday
Ernest Morgan, Dies Local Chapel For
Mrs. Johnnie Bogie Rumbley
of 110S. Caldwell, Paris, Tenn.,
At Fulton Hospital Mrs. Mae Hinch
died Friday at 7:30 p. m. at the
Ernest Morgan, father of
Mrs. Dorothy Fay Dodd of
Murray, died Saturday at 7:15
p. rn, He was stricken ill suddenly at home and died shortly
after his arrival at the Fulton
Hospital.
The deceased was 83 years of
age and a retired farmer of
Wingo Route One. Born July 13,
1892, in Graves County, he was
the son of the late E. A. Morgan
and Minnie Adams Morgan.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Noma Henley Morgan, Wingo
Route One; six daughters, Mrs.
Dodd of Murray, Mrs. Sue
Arnett of Paducah, Mrs.
Enestine Henry of Fulton, Mrs.
Anthony Wayne Bynum of
Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs. Jean
Carolyn Warren of Martin,
Tenn., and Mrs. Alene Savage
of Ocean Springs, Miss.; five
sons, Robert Glen and Glendale
Morgan of Wingo Route One,
Ronald Allen Morgan of Wingo,
Jimmy Wilson Morgan of
Warren, Mich., and James Earl
Morgan of Fulton; one sister,
Mrs. Ida Tinsley of Paragould,
Ark.; twenty grandchildren;
thirteen great grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
today at three p. m. at the
Wingo Baptist Church with Rev.
Bob Gorre officiating. Burial
will be in the Pleasant Valley
Cemetery in Graves County
with the arrangements by the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home of Wingo.

Dr. Abernathy Dies
Sunday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
Dr. William (Bill) Abernathy,
chiropractor, died Sunday at
5:30 a.m. at his home in
Gilbertsville. He was 67 years of
age and was known in Calloway
County as he had clinics at
Aurora and Hardin.
The deceased retired in 1964,
moved to Missouri, and had just
moved to Gilbertsville when his
sudden death occurred. He was
Texas
graduate
of
a
Chiropractic College, San
Antonio, Texas, and was a
member of the American
Chiropractic Association, Des
Moines, Iowa. Dr. Abernathy
was a U. S. Army veteran of
World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Abernathy, Gilbertsville; three daughters, Mrs.
Corinne Tevis, Seneca, Kansas,
Mrs. Lorirme Spalding, Blue
Springs, Mo., and Mrs. Dona
prf city; two
Dowell, riliii—
sisters, Mrs. Opel Greenstreet,
Green Top, Mo., and Mrs. 011ie
West, Bay, Ark.; nine grandchildren; ten great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Wendell Green officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
James S., George, and Donald
Wooten, Gary Barnes, Roscoe
Howard, and Albert Dowell.
Honorary pallbearers will be
chiropractors and business
men. Burial will be in the
Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Mae Hinch, former
owner of the Charm Beauty
Shop, Murray, died Sunday at
7:30 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 56 years of age and had
been in poor health for
sometime.
The deceased was the wife of
Thomas G. Hinch who died
November 19, 1961. She was a
member of the Marion Baptist
Church, a graduate of the Ezell
Beauty School, Mini*, tind a
member of the Murray Unit of
the National Hairdressers.
Mrs. Hinch was born August
8, 1919, in Carterville, Ill., and
was the daughter of Mrs. Sue
Bebout Wilson and the late
James C. Wilson.
three
Survivors
are
daughters, Mrs. Denny (Carla)
Howard, Leithchfield, Mrs.
Buddy (Linda) Perry, Cadiz,
and Miss Jenny Hinch, Murray;
two granddaughters, Derma Sue
and Ada Laura Howard,
Louisville; mother, Mrs. Sue
two
Louisville;
Wilson,
brothers, J. C. Wilson, Calvert
City, and Bill Wilson, Louisville.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at eleven a. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Mapleview
Cemetery at Marion.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. She was 85 years of
age.
The deceased was the wife of
John Rumbley who died in 1954.
She was a member of the First
United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn. Born September
26, 1890, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Warren Easley and
Sophronie Smith Fanley.
Mrs. Rumbley is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Harold
1Dorothy) Brannon, and two
grandchildren, Tim and Tony
Brannon, Puryear, Tenn.; one
son, John T. Rumbley, Decatur,
Ga. One son, James, died in
1969.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Paul Douglas and Rev. H. E.
Hudson officiating.
Pallbearers were James
Wimberley, Hulon Hopkins,
Roger and Virgil Easley, Dave
Clendenin, and Bill Moody.
Burial was in the Allman
Cemetery in Henry County.

rites of the state's Municipal
Assistance Corp., instead of
cash.
The MAC securities would
carry long-term maturities and
lower interest rates. For those
noteholders who reject tilt',
trade-in, the city would declare
a moratorium on the principal
and pay only interest due for
up to three years. In the view
of some financial specialists,
this refusal to pay in cash
would amount to default by another name.
The
Rhodes-Reuss
plan
amends a bill now pending in
the Banking Committee by reducing the amount of federal
loan guarantees from $7 billion
to $4 billion, cutting the duration of guarantees from 19
years to five years, and clarifying that a federal board
created to supervise the transactions would not involve itself
in New York's day-to-day activities.
In other congressional business:
—House tax bill battles this
week are likely to center on the
issue of revenue-raising and
controversial tax revisions in a
tax cut bill headed for the
floor.
—The Senate is hoping to finish work Tuesday on a bill appropriating $112.6 billion for defense for the 15-month period
that began July 1.

—A final version of compromise energy legislation is
being drafted. President Ford
is reserving judgment until the
details are written. The plan is
expected to come to floor votes
In early December.
On taxes, the Ways and
Committee-approved
Means

Pvt James Smith
Participates In
Recent Exercise
Ft. Campbell, Ky.—Army
Private James E. Smith of
Murray, and other members of
the 101st Airborne Division at
Ft. Campbell, were deployed to
Ft. Stewart, Ga., to participate
in a field training exercise
October 21 through November
10.
The training includes survival
techniques and
weapons
qualifications.
Pvt. Smith, whose parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Smith,
live on Route 8, is a helicopter
crew chief in Battery A, 4th
Battalion of the division's 77th
Field Artillery.
The 20-year-old soldier entered the Army in May 1975,
completed basic training at Ft.
Knox, Ky., and was last
stationed at Ft. Eustis, Va.
The private is a 1973 graduate
of Calloway County High
School.

general tax cut extension and
tax revision bill — titled "Tax
Reform Act of 1976" — was
ready for review by the Rules
Committee today.
Liberals are pushing for
some major amendments to
key parts of the package, mainly because they claim conservatives on Ways and Means
weakened the original proposals. Conservatives charged that
liberals hit some areas too
hard.

Hubbard Favors
Balancing Budget
WASHINGTON, D. C.—U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(0-Ky.) voted "yes" last week
to balance the federal budget,
but the measure was rejected
by the U. S. House of
Representatives 283 to 127.
The conservative measure to
balance the federal budget was
an attempt to reduce federal
spending and wipe out the
federal deficit.
Congressman Hubbard opposed the resolution which
would set a federal spending
ceiling of $373.8 billion with a
revenue floor of $301.8 billion.
This bill, which was approved
by the House 225 to 191,
projected a federal deficit of
$72.1 billion for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1976.

• T

Prices ot stocks et local heOgoet 110 soon_
today furnided to the Lodger & Moos by
1 w Simon Co. are as %Bows:
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen Tlre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer
'Nein
Western Union
Zenith

P4

+24

30% +%
30/
3
4 uric
42% -%
We 4a
kilii

Vol

21% 4-51
2951 +%
24% +%
30% sec
10 +Vs
Ph -Y.
L5% +24

Prices ot dock of local Merest at noes
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
T'unes by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
4/
3
4 -4's
U.S. Homes
6% one
Ragbag'&Omit
10% unc
31411 -%
IIMS
=AM
Whil +14
Raise(wilds.
2544 -51
W.R.Grimy
2351 +%
Texaco
48% unc
General Elec.
11 +24
GAF
43% +%
Georgla
Cwrlacifte
-%
Pfizer
3441 mac
Jtm Wakers
11% tee
Kirsch
5251 +%
Disney
29% +44
Franklin Mint

"(
in 1
Poli
El
loca
be
lun
busi

Hog Market
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Federal State Market News Service
November 17, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 1448 Est. 300 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 lower Sows 1.00lower
US 1-2200-2300w0_00.$c.73$5
US 1-3 X0-240 lbs
$49.50-60.00
US 2-4 240-2001bs
$411.5049.50
US 3-4 286300 11w
547.50-48.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
$38.50-30.50
US 1-3 300-450 the
331.50-39.30
US 14 450450 lbs
63e.00-40.00
US 2-3 300-5001bs
837.50-311.50
Boars $31.00-35.00 nriely 31.00
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Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. McKee!
Graveside services for Mrs.
Dorothy McKeel of 1500 Dudley
Drive, Murray, were held
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Murray City Cemetery with Dr.
David C. Roos officiating.
Blalock-Coleman
The
Funeral Home had charge of
the arrangements.
Mrs. McKeel, age 69, died
Friday at 6:10 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was born September 17, 1905, in Great Falls,
Montana.
The deceased is survived by
her husband, William Trellis
McKeel, now a patient at the
Westview Nursing Home. They
had been married for forty-one
years.

i IA!

Drive, Murray, died Sunday at
350 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Henry Erwin who died
July 22, 1973. She was a member
of the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Born April
12, 1888, in Calloway County
she was the daughter of the late
John Haley and Betty Barbier
Haley.
Mrs. Erwin is survive:0"pm
sisters-in-law, Miss Naom
Erwin and Mrs. Mary Weaver
and one brother-in-law, Roy
Weaver, all of Mayfield.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev
Charles Morris and Rev
Johnson Easley officiating
• Burial will beta the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m
tonight (Monday).
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Sammy Miller Dies
Today; Was Brother
Of Mrs. Bill Hill

nor
pre
stit
as
nat

Word has been received of the
death of Sammy Miller, brother
of Mrs. Bill(Norette) Hill of 903
Olive Street, Murray. He died
this morning at the age of 67 at
his home in Southfield, Mich.
The deceased was born
January 10, 1908, and was the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Miller of Mayfield.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Iva Nell Wilkerson Miller, two
daughters, Mrs. Denmond
Melgrum and Mrs. Steve
Ammon, one son, James Allen
Miller, and five grandchildren,
all of the Detroit, Mich., area;
sister, Mrs. Bill (Norette) Hill,
Murray; parents-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. T. S. Wilkerson of
Murray Route Four.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
Kinsey-Garrett Funeral Home,
Royal Oak,Mich., with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.
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Porter White, former owner
of the Murray Marble and
Granite Company, died this
morning at 8:30 at the Westview
Nursing,Home. He was 62 years
of age.
The
former
Murray
businessman was a member of
the First Baptist Church. Born
February 2, 1913, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Mrs.
Amanda Mayer White and the
late Porter White, Sr.
Mr. White is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mildred White, 714
Poplar Street, Murray;mother,
Mrs. Amanda White, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Bill (Beverly)
son,
Wyatt, Paducah; one
Frank White, Arlington, Texas;
two brothers, Harold White,
Tampa, Fla., and Seiburn
White, Murray; five grandchildren
-•
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
burial
and
funeral
arrangements.
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Mrs: Ora Erwin Is
Dead At AteirT; Porter White Dies —
Today; Was Former
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Ora Erwin of 628 Ellis Businessman Here

7

WASHINGTON (AP) — Time
pressures are building in Congress for a decision on federal
aid for New York City. The
lawmakers are taking next
week off for Thanksgiving and
some say the city risks default
soon after.
A compromise aid program,
said to have the support of
House Republican Leader John
J. Rhodes of Arizona, is up for
a vote today in the House
Banking Committee. Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis., chairman
of the panel, said the compromise could come to the
House floor Tuesday. Because
the current $2.3-billion New
York state financing plan for
the nation's largest city expires
Dec. 1, some financial experts
say the city risks default after
that when some debts come
due.
Meanwhile, the state legislature continues meeting to adopt
a plan that Gov. Hugh Carey
and other New York officials
are counting on to encourage
the Ford administration to support some form of assistance
for the city. Tax hike proposals
for the state and city are on the
agenda today.
In sessions over the weekend,
the New York legislature voted
a debt "moratorium" that calls
for the city to try to pay off
about $1.65 billion of its $7 billion short-term debt with secu-
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In America, you are free to come and go
as you please.
If the grass looks greener in another city,
you can pack up and move there. Even if its
in another state. And you can do it without
requesting governmental permission or
going through a lot of red tape.
If and when you move you can transport
yourself and your family in your own
automobile, over Interstate Highways
unequaled anywhere else in the world. With
no barrier, or check-points as you cross
state lint-,
America. It's a free country.
And it's up to all of us to keep it tbst
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PEOPLES BANK
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